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ABSTRACT

Creative behaviors are part of an average consumer’s everyday life. For example,

amateur people buy various art and craft supplies from stores like Michael’s, purchase

studio time to make pottery, and collect camera accessories to help demonstrate their

originality in photography. Usually the final creative product can be preserved for a long

period of time. These creative activities are avidly pursued primarily because they

provide consumers with enjoyment and a sense of fulfillment. I am coining the term

“creation-oriented consumption” to refer to this phenomenon, which is one specific type

of creative consumption.

Terror management theory is used to examine why people engage in creation-oriented

consumption. I hypothesize that mortality salience boosts the intention to engage in

creation-oriented consumption; and under mortality salience, weakened afterlife belief

increases the intention for this type of consumption.

Three experimental studies are conducted, each adopting a somewhat different

perspective. Study 1 gauges intention to engage in creation-oriented consumption against

inaction. It finds that mortality salience increases interest in creation-oriented

consumption; and that under mortality salience, weakened afterlife belief increases

interest in creation-oriented consumption. Study 2 examines durable creation-oriented

consumption’s appeal relative to other activities, namely, non-creative activities and

creative consumption that does not leave durable traces. The proposed effect of mortality
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salience is observed only when individuals possess a low level of chronic afterlife belief.

Unexpectedly, interest in creative consumption is reduced under mortality salience.

Consistent with study 1, study 2 finds that under mortality salience, weakened afterlife

belief raises interest in creation-oriented consumption. Study 3 replicates the finding of

study 2 that mortality salience dampens general interest in creativity. Taken together,

these studies suggest that although creation-oriented consumption ameliorates existential

anxiety, it is not the most effective one in the short term.

Apart from the major hypotheses, this dissertation also investigates some boundary

conditions. Two of the three studies find that the question of whether creative

consumption leaves a durable trace is of significance.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION

Marketing and consumer research typically views consumers as recipients of creativity

(new products, ad campaigns, etc.) while neglecting the creative behaviors that are part of

an average consumer’s everyday life (for exceptions, see Hirschman 1980; Ridgway and

Price 1994; Burroughs and Mick 2004; Moreau and Dahl 2005). Yet undeniably on many

occasions, consumers do intensively invest their labor and unique creativity to produce

material items. Amateur people shop at stores such as Home Depot and Lowe’s for home

improvement materials, buy various art and craft supplies from stores like Michael’s,

purchase studio time to make pottery, collect camera accessories to help demonstrate

their originality in photography, attend lessons that teach how to play musical

instruments, and get software to facilitate the production of their own musical

compositions or video collages. All these activities are avidly pursued without career or

profit concern. I am coining the term “creation-oriented consumption” to refer to this

phenomenon, which is one specific type of creative consumption.

This dissertation defines creation-oriented consumption, and highlights the importance

of studying it. I compare creation-oriented consumption with other relevant concepts in

the domains of both creativity and consumer behavior. Particularly, creation-oriented

consumption is distinguished from use innovativeness, do-it-yourself consumption,

leisure, and co-creation, a phenomenon recently identified by Vargo and Lusch (2004).

Terror management theory is used to examine why people engage in creation-oriented
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consumption. I hypothesize that mortality salience boosts the intention to engage in

creation-oriented consumption; and under mortality salience, weakened afterlife belief

increases the intention for this type of consumption. I also propose the above relations are

stronger among people at higher levels of neuroticism.

Three experimental studies are conducted to investigate the above hypotheses, each

adopting a somewhat different perspective. The first study gauges intention to engage in

creation-oriented consumption against inaction. It finds that mortality salience increases

interest in creation-oriented consumption; and that under mortality salience, weakened

afterlife belief increases interest in creation-oriented consumption. Study 2 examines

creation-oriented consumption’s appeal relative to other activities, namely, non-creative

activities and creative consumption that does not leave durable traces. Unexpectedly,

interest in creative consumption is reduced under mortality salience. The proposed effect

of mortality salience is observed only under certain conditions, specifically, when

individuals possess a low level of chronic afterlife belief and do not get a chance to

situationally enhance it. Consistent with study 1, study 2 finds that under mortality

salience, weakened afterlife belief raises interest in creation-oriented consumption. Study

3 replicates the finding of study 2 that mortality salience dampens general interest in

creativity. This dampening effect is located primarily to individuals who dispositionally

place less value on creativity. I try to integrate the opposite impact of mortality salience

on creativity found across three studies. Suggestions for future research are given.
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Apart from the major hypotheses, this dissertation also investigates some boundary

conditions. Two of the three studies find that the question of whether creative

consumption leaves a durable trace is of significance.
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

DEFINITION OF CREATION-ORIENTED CONSUMPTION

Creation-oriented consumption, or durable creative consumption, hereafter abbreviated

as “COC”, is characterized by:

1) Perceived unique individual creativity;

2) Durability of the final product;

3) Absence of economic motives and low utilitarian motive.

These characteristics are elaborated as follows: 1) Consumers perceive that unique

individual creativity is instilled in the consumption process, and the resulting product is

usually the first of its kind. A clay pot hand-molded in a studio and finished with

idiosyncratic touches has no exact duplicates. A backyard landscape, even though

actualized with the use of generic commodities, often reveals the owner’s unique,

unprecedented design. These examples illustrate the “statistical rareness” of the final

product of COC within the perceived world of the consumer. 2) The final product can be

preserved for a long period of time. Pottery withstands the passage of centuries.

Landscapes can be perennially lush. Home designs can be kept intact for decades and

then passed on to one’s offspring. Digital photos, in theory, can be stored for infinite time

to come. The prospect of lasting preservation is appealing to a consumer, because it

assures the consumer the possibility for him/herself and the general population to

appreciate the product’s enduring existence. On the other hand, some other forms of
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creative consumption, for instance, Karaoke improvisation, featured by the ephemeral

existence of the creative product and absence of consumer intention to preserve it, do not

belong to COC. The characteristic of durability may strike some readers as superfluous;

in other words, some may think that whether creative consumption leaves a durable trace

does not matter. However, as will be elaborated later in the dissertation, durability does

make a difference when the chosen set of independent variables is investigated. As will

be shown by the data, the hypothesized relations are better supported when creative

consumption is durable. 3) Particularly central to the definition of creation-oriented

consumption is that unique creation is the major goal of the consumption. COC is based

on intrinsic motivation, devoid of career or profit concern. People take pride in creating

something, even if they sometimes lose money by doing it (Gelber 1999). To create

something by oneself is a treasured goal in itself. And frequently, the process is greatly

enjoyed. Passion is poured and joy is harvested in molding a pottery or laying out a

garden. Besides the process, the final product is also cherished, even when it does not

always serve a utilitarian end. Hand-made pottery, with no practical use in the creator’s

mind, is proudly exhibited on a shelf. Sometimes COC does serve a utilitarian purpose, as

in the case of many home improvement projects, but there is still an indelible element

that centers on creation. People may use the utilitarian benefit to conveniently justify the

effort of making their own pottery, as so often happens with emotional, high involvement

consumption (Okada 2005). But utilitarian benefit is not the driving force. When

purchasing already-made items and labor outsourcing is both reasonably-priced and time-

saving, the reason that the contemporary middle class takes the trouble to do home
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improvement projects themselves has to do with the joy experienced in creating

something.

Some readers may wonder why I study such a narrowly-defined phenomenon. Why not

study a broader set of creative consumption? Creative consumption, as will soon be

reviewed, encompasses a wide range of activities. People engage in different subtypes of

creativity consumption, often out of a somewhat different set of reasons. Lumping

together all types of creative consumption may dilute the common theme(s) underneath.

This dilution increases the difficulty in detecting antecedents, especially for the

antecedents whose presences are less frequent and their influences are subtle.

One way to detect the less frequently occurring antecedents is to fixate on a domain

where the antecedents play a more active role. Singling out a “pure” domain has been

proven fruitful in other disciplines. Once identified in that very specific domain, those

antecedents’ effect holds the promise of being generalized to a larger arena. For instance,

neuroscientists choose one particular type of squid to study nervous system, because

those squids’ nervous systems are easier to observe. Then they hope the knowledge

obtained there can extend to other species. Biologists select fruit flies to examine

evolution, because fruit flies’ short life span makes evolution occur faster. Physicians

study brain damaged patients, hoping these extreme cases reveal normal mental

processing (Ramachandran 1998). Marketing researchers, when exploring the life cycle

of firms, focus on hi-technology firms (Fine 1998). Similarly, to detect the two

antecedents whose effects I believe to be subtle (i.e., mortality salience and afterlife

belief strength), I focus on the domain of creation-oriented consumption.
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WHY STUDY CREATION-ORIENTED CONSUMPTION?

Two factors stimulate the current exploration of COC. The first is managerial interest

and the second is from a scholarly standpoint.

First, from a managerial perspective, industries and business segments that thrive on

COC possess big economic scales that can not be ignored. These industries or segments

cover a wide range of products and services, including home improvement/decor

materials, craft/art supply, and software that facilitates creative digital photo editing, to

name a few. Giant business leaders have emerged in these industries. Home Depot, the

world's largest home improvement retailer, operated 1,707 stores by the end of 2003. Its

2003 revenue reached $ 64.8 billion, indicating a continuous increase from $58 billion for

2002 and $ 53 billion for 2001. Home Depot has been driving the COC segment by

providing products and services that facilitate amateur customers’ creative expression.

Education programs such as “how-to” clinics are offered to enhance customers’ skills and

confidence. Designplace Initiative sections are set up to inspire their creative expression.

Home Depot even has publications such as the 1-2-3® home improvement book series

and Style Ideas magazine to cater to this segment (Mergent Online 2005).

Crafting, another type of COC, has also generated considerable revenue. Michael’s, a

major national craft supply store, owned and operated 812 stores as of March 2004, and

had $ 3.1 billion revenue in 2003, marking 4 years of continuous growth. Apart from

home improvement merchandise and crafting, many other industries that capitalize on

COC, such as digital camera manufacturers and image editing software developers,

similarly enjoy large scales in terms of company size, number of employees, and sales
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(Mergent Online 2005). Large scale, combined with growth, calls for more research into

COC’s potential antecedents.

Second, from a scholarly perspective, COC epitomizes the burgeoning liberatory trend

in postmodern consumption. In order to better appreciate the underlying liberatory theme,

one needs to contrast it with consumption and consumers’ status stipulated by

modernism. Modernism has separated production and consumption for centuries. It

allocates consumption and consumers a lower position compared to production. The

producer creates value, while the consumer destroys it. Therefore consumption is a

profane, devouring act, whereas production is sacred and valuable (Polanyi 1977). The

only purpose of consumption is to replenish the individual to continue the really

important, meaningful production in the public domain. Consumption, including creative

labor in the domestic domain, has quietly surrendered its power to “productive” labor in

the public domain (Firat and Venkatesh 1995). Coupled with consumption’s inferiority is

the consumer’s passive, undignified status. Modernism “has rendered the consumer a

reluctant participant in a rational economic system that affords no emotional, symbolic,

or spiritual relief to the consumer” (Angus 1989).

Post-modernism blurs the border between production and consumption. A post-modern

consumer attempts to restructure his/her identity in the face of overpowering market

forces (Firat and Venkatesh 1995). He/she takes on a more empowered role than his/her

counterparts in the modern era. He/she resists the meanings and images imposed by

corporations (e.g., Thompson and Arsel 2004; Muniz and Schau 2005). Sometimes, to

effectively construct an individual identity, he/she goes as far as to create something that
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is unique and personal. As will be examined later in this paper, this active role of creating

something unique and valuable offers the creator emotional relief and re-enchants his/her

life, which is in line with Firat and Venkatesh’s (1995) thoughts. Research on COC goes

beyond consumer response to product performance to pay attention to consumers’

subjective well-being as affected by COC. In so doing, this stream of research elevates

consumption to a level on par with production, where consuming is also viewed as a

value-producing activity.

To sum up, COC provides a worthwhile venture for a spectrum of researchers.

Whether a researcher is more concerned with company profit or consumer welfare, COC

is an interesting phenomenon to investigate.

FOCUS ON ANTECEDENTS OF CREATION-ORIENTED CONSUMPTION

As discussed above, COC is a worthwhile research topic. The next question that arises

is: Which aspect of COC is the subject of this research? While there are many aspects of

COC, such as the characteristics of the consumption process, or the quality of the creative

outcome, the current project focuses on the intention to engage in creation-oriented

consumption. That is, what drives individuals’ motivation to engage in creation-oriented

consumption? There is little scholarship on what triggers the intent to take on a creative

task. Most existing creativity research about motivation centers on the consequences of

motivation, particularly its impact on creative performance. Extrinsic motivation’s

detrimental effect is highlighted. Specifically, expectation of external evaluation or

reward has been found to undermine creativity in most cases. Simply making extrinsic
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motivation salient to individuals causes creative performance to suffer (Amabile 1996).

By and large, factors that contribute to motivation to engage in creative tasks are ignored,

with a handful of exceptions. For example, situational involvement and constraints were

found to induce creative usage of commodities (Burroughs and Mick 2004; Moreau and

Dahl 2005).

My dissertation’s focus on motivation is based on two considerations. First,

understanding the motivation to engage in creation-oriented consumption is important

from a managerial perspective, because a better understanding gives a better prediction of

market demand. Secondly, investigation into what drives motivation to engage in

creation-oriented consumption would further scholarly understanding of why people

choose to engage in creative activities in general. Since COC has a pronounced creative

element, previous literature on creativity will both contribute to, and be furthered by my

research on COC. Psychoanalyst Otto Rank (1932) considered motivation as one of the

two essential issues of all creativity (the other being the imparting of forms). According

to Rank, motivation is the fountainhead of the whole creative expedition, including the

pursuit of the appropriate form. In a related vein, Amabile (1996) specified three

components of creativity: domain-relevant skills, creativity-relevant skills, and task

motivation. Motivation can be further broken down into two types: extrinsic and intrinsic

motivation. Intrinsic motivation is treated as a dominant factor of creativity. Intrinsic

motivation, the drive to engage in a task because it is interesting and involving, seems to

be essential for high levels of creativity. Indeed, a consistently high level of intrinsic

motivation has been found among numerous eminent scientists, writers and artists. For a
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single task, the level of intrinsic motivation influences the novelty of a creative product;

most crucially, it determines whether one will engage in the task in the first place.

The weight put on intrinsic motivation comes from the important role it plays; it also

comes from the observation that it can be significantly affected by the social

environment. In other words, intrinsic motivation can be viewed not only as a trait but

also a state (Amabile 1996). This volatile nature implies that we can do something about

it: if we can not control it, at least we can predict it.

CREATION-ORIENTED CONSUMPTION AND RELATED CONCEPTS

The differences between creation-oriented consumption and related concepts are

discussed as follows:

Creation-Oriented Consumption and Related Consumer Behavior

This dissertation focuses on COC, one specific type of creative consumption. Besides

COC, creativity in consumption comes in other forms. Creativity has been observed in

many leisure activities and hobbies (Stebbins 1982) and do-it-yourself consumption.

Besides, use innovativeness may underlie every possible consumption scenario. The

similarity and distinction between COC and the other three related concepts (i.e., use

innovativeness, do-it-yourself, and leisure) are illustrated as follows:

Use Innovativeness

Use innovativeness is conceptualized as a consumer’s receptivity/attraction to and

creativity with using “old” products in a new way to solve a novel consumption problem

(Hirschman 1980; Ridgway and Price 1994). For example, discovering that shoe polish
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has been used up, a consumer may use vegetable oil as a substitute before he rushes out

for a job interview. A heat shield for car windows can temporarily serve the function of

an umbrella when it is raining. A photography zealot may find a new way to combine

lenses for an improved appearance of the resultant photos. Use innovativeness has an

element that is shared by COC: the unique creativity infused in the consumption.

However, these two phenomena differ in how they are motivated. Use innovativeness is

motivated by utilitarian goals, whereas COC is motivated by intrinsic personal interest.

Specifically, use innovativeness implicitly considers consumer creativity merely as the

means to facilitate usage of mass-produced commodities. It is frequently spurred by

external constraints including economic restriction, restricted access to markets, and time

pressure (Ridgway and Price 1994). On the other hand, with COC, creating something is

the end in itself, driven by consumers’ intrinsic motivation.

The second difference is a derivative of the disparity in motivation. For COC, since

creating something and showcasing the creativity is the end in itself, consumers look for

consumption that can leave a tangible, durable trace. And later on they attempt to

preserve the product. For an innovative user, creativity is just a means to an end. He has

no interest in freezing the creative moment by preserving the material trace. The heat

shield is thrown back in the car, after its creative use as an umbrella. The cooking oil is

rubbed off with no hesitation before new shoe polish is put on. Furthermore, an

innovative user usually makes little or no modification to the product’s initial form

(Hirschman 1980; Ridgway and Price 1994; Burroughs and Mick 2004), whereas

consumers engaging in COC tend to significantly change the appearance of the original
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materials or come up with a new combination of them. Finally, as a category of

consumption, rather than a characteristic of post-purchase consumption, the study of

COC would be inherently more managerially relevant.

Do-it-yourself Consumption

Do-it-yourself (DIY) consumption and COC partially overlap. For instance, creatively

renovating one’s own kitchen may be categorized into both DIY and COC. However, the

differences between these two types of consumption lie in the following: 1) Some DIY

activities such as plumbing, vehicle repair, and oil changing, where a strict procedure

must be followed, contain little (if any) ingredient of creativity. Meanwhile, this cluster

of DIY consumption does not aim at creating something new—it is only a problem that

needs to be fixed to guarantee commodities’ smooth functioning. 2) A significant portion

of DIY consumption is motivated by extrinsic factors such as the rising costs of

professional labor or doubt about outcome quality, while COC exclusively rests on

intrinsic motivation. DIY originated among blue-collar workers after World War II,

primarily from economic reasons. A typical DIYer back then was a young married blue-

collar male who had earnings toward the lower end of income scale. Often he owned a

home that was several decades old, which prompted him to undertake maintenance and

repair. Today’s DIYers have somewhat different profiles. Many of them are college-

educated white-collar workers. They embark on DIY projects out of the need for

creativity besides the need to save money. However, the economic motive still looms

large for contemporary DIY consumption (Browning and Zabriskie 1985). 3) In

literature, DIY is often contrasted with buying ready-made items or labor outsourcing
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(e.g., Browning and Zabriskie 1985). This reveals an implicit assumption: consumption is

a sure thing and it is only the type of consumption that needs to be determined. Probably

it is because the situation provokes a utilitarian need that must be met. For example,

when a pipe clogs, a typical consumer has to either call a plumber or rush to a store to get

tools and fix it himself/herself. In contrast, the current study believes that alternatives of

COC may be either purchases of ready-made items, labor outsourcing, or no consumption

at all. Including “no consumption” as one alternative stems from the definition that COC

is instigated by intrinsic interest, and therefore is less need-driven. For instance, one may

feel a strong desire to go to a studio to make his/her own pottery. If he/she cannot find

one in town, that desire is not going to be redirected toward buying an already-made

pottery. What the consumer is looking for is a particular experience rather than

acquisition of a pre-made item. Similarly, one may enjoy putting an airplane model

together, and have no interest in hiring someone else to do the job. In these scenarios,

labor outsourcing and purchasing ready-made items are not alternatives to COC: A

consumer would rather choose no consumption. Having “no consumption” as an

alternative further differentiates COC from DIY. Meanwhile, acknowledging more

alternatives would broaden the range of research questions that can be examined.

Leisure and Hobbies

These two concepts are often broadly defined and subsume a wide range of activities

(e.g., Gelber 1999; Stebbins 1982). Leisure can be any pleasurable activity that is

voluntarily undertaken outside work. When engaging in leisure, people sometimes feel

creative and sometimes they do not (e.g., bowling). Leisure can be passive and provides
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no sense of pride (e.g., watching TV, reading popular fiction). Leisure activities do not

necessarily leave a durable trace (e.g., volunteer community work, cooking). Leisure

includes creation-oriented consumption. However, leisure is a much broader concept. It is

very likely that different subcategories of leisure may have very different sets of

antecedents. Singling out creation-oriented consumption would ease examination of its

antecedents.

Hobbies are a form of leisure that is taken seriously. To qualify as a hobbyist, an

individual needs to be intensely involved, develop specialized skills, aim at excellence,

and even get integrated into a specialized subculture (Gelber 1999). A diligent tennis

player is an example. The constant high level of involvement and focus on skill are not

necessary conditions for creation-oriented consumption: creation-oriented consumption

can be a one time project.

Creation-Oriented Consumption and Co-Creation

Use innovativeness, do-it-yourself, and leisure are all behaviors initiated by

consumers. There is another phenomenon, though involving consumers, that is initiated

by companies. Co-creation, or co-production, refers to companies’ active and continuous

effort to integrate consumer feedback into product development (Lusch, Brown and

Brunswick 1992; Vargo and Lusch 2004). Through this co-creation process, companies

achieve customization with greater specificity and thus generate greater value to

consumers. Co-creation and COC differ in their goals and in whether they reflect unique

individual creativity. Specifically, while creation-oriented consumption is primarily

driven by consumers’ intrinsic interest, co-creation, as a strategic move, is driven by
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companies’ long-term goals. A single consumer’s unique creativity can manifest itself in

creation-oriented consumption, whereas a single consumer usually cannot steer the whole

co-creation process.

Creation-Oriented Consumption and Creativity

COC, due to the unique creativity invested by consumers, can be seen as a special case

of general human creativity. This link of COC with literatures on general creativity

facilitates conceptual synthesis and comparison. Regarding construct definition, COC

bears much resemblance to creativity, yet at the same time, it has a somewhat different

emphasis.

Similarity between the definitions of COC and generalized creativity first comes from

the common focus on product. Creativity research, after exploring process, person, and

product as foci, has been largely fixated on the product focus. A product focus uses the

creative product as the marker of creativity. Many definitions within this stream center on

responses that a creative product should elicit from observers (e.g., Barron 1955a; Stein

1974). The product focus has proven to be the most useful approach of defining creativity

(Amabile 1996). In a similar vein, in defining COC, characteristics of the creative

product, namely, statistical infrequency and durability of a final product, are delineated.

Apart from the shared product focus, generalized creativity and COC both stipulate

statistical infrequency as a criterion (e.g., Jackson and Messick 1965; Sobel and

Rothenberg 1980; Amabile 1996). Statistical infrequency, elsewhere called “originality”

or “novelty”, is the unusualness judged against norms for such products. Frequently,

creativity researchers rely on expert observers’ subjective judgment to assess a creative
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product’s statistical rareness or “originality” (e.g., Sobel and Rothenberg 1980). More

recently, objective evaluations have been used. For example, Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinking (Torrance 1962), the most widely used creativity test, assigns one point to each

response represented in less than 5% of the normative population, and two points to each

response represented in less than 2% of the population. In evaluating originality of

musical composition, Simonton (1980b) developed an objective, quantitative method.

However, there are problems with objective methods in defining and operationalizing

creativity. Since the claimed objective method cannot distinguish the creative from the

merely bizarre, creativity should also be based on subjective judgment. A consensual

definition of creativity (Amabile 1982b) regards a product or response as creative to the

extent that appropriate observers independently agree that it is creative. Appropriate

observers are those familiar with the related domain. In accord with the conceptualization

of generalized creativity, COC specifies statistical infrequency of the product as one

criterion. As described earlier, due to the unique individual creativity invested in the

consumption, the resultant product is usually the first of its kind. In addition,

corresponding to the consensual definition of generalized creativity, the statistical

infrequency of COC should be based on subjective assessment.

Most creativity researchers contend that statistical infrequency alone does not qualify as

creativity. Appropriateness, or value, is another criterion of creativity (e.g., Jackson and

Messick 1965; Sobel and Rothenberg 1980; Amabile 1996). What is deemed appropriate

is a domain-specific question. For instance, in evaluating the creativity of sketches, Sobel

and Rothenberg (1980) use both originality and the artistic value as the benchmark, with
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artistic value determined by factors such as effectiveness, visual interest/visual power,

coherence/ unity, intelligibility, and emotional impact.

By contrast, the conceptualization of COC ignores the criterion of appropriateness.

This exclusion arises from two considerations. First, with antecedents of purchase or

purchase intention being the primary concern of the current study, what happens to the

product after purchase is less managerially relevant. In other words, how appropriate and

valuable the final product ends up to be in experts’ eyes is of little interest to the

company. The second consideration rests on logic. It is possible that the same set of

factors affects both the intention for COC and the appropriateness of the final product. By

restricting COC to those activities that yield more appropriate products, the impact of

those factors on intention for COC might be eliminated. Let us imagine for now that a

factor increases the urge to create but at the same time decreases the appropriateness.

Consider a wild example to illustrate this logic: suppose alcohol intoxication intensifies

the urge to draw but leads to abysmal appropriateness of the drawing. When fixating only

on drawings of high appropriateness, the researchers lose the opportunity to detect

intoxication’s effect on the urge to draw. This example illustrates how range restriction

leads to failure to detect significant correlations. For a pioneering investigation on COC,

this restriction would not be proper.

The exclusion of the standard of appropriateness does not contradict the fact that there

could be (and actually, there usually is) consumer anticipation of the creative product

being appropriate and worthy in their own perspective.
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COC and the generalized creativity also differ on whether they include algorithmic

activities. Before going on, algorithmic tasks and heuristic tasks need to be briefly

defined. Algorithmic tasks are those in which clear guidelines are to be followed.

Algorithmic tasks are not creative. For instance, an artist can follow the algorithm “paint

pictures of different sorts of children with large sad eyes, using dark-toned backgrounds”

(Amabile 1996). Even if the painting is unique and technically perfect, it is not creative.

By contrast, heuristic tasks do not have a straightforward path to solution. Thus, cognitive

endeavors need to be spent to develop a unique path to the goal. For instance, if the task

goal is to make a pot with an unprecedented shape, the task is heuristic. Or, when a

consumer uses software like Cakewalk or Symphony to compose his/her own music,

he/she has to conceive the flow from note to note.

Creativity, according to Amabile (1996), can only be heuristic. On the other hand,

COC can land on any point along the heuristic-algorithmic dimension. The more heuristic

ones, such as composing one’s own music, make up the prototypical COC. COC also

includes algorithmic activities, such as following instructions to put together an airplane

model or stitching according to a previously designed pattern. One may question if

algorithmic tasks qualify as COC, due to the lack of statistical rareness in the objective

sense. True, numerous airplane models are manufactured and assembled—in this sense

there is no objective statistical rareness entitled to any single airplane model. However, a

consumer may neglect or ignore this bird’s-eye view of reality, and genuinely believe

he/she is doing something unique. In his/her local and immediate environment, the

designer of the model and other consumers are nonexistent. It is only he working in his
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quiet room, who brings to life piece by piece a beautiful airplane. The consumption is

therefore a unique, creative experience, to the extent that it is perceived so by the

consumer.

While COC incorporates algorithmic tasks, the conceptualization of creativity

commonly leaves them out. Algorithmic tasks are seen as lacking true novelty; therefore

the resultant product does not meet the standard of creativity (Amabile 1996).

TERROR MANAGEMENT THEORY

Terror management theory (TMT) will be used to identify some antecedents to

intention to engage in creation-oriented consumption; therefore this theory is briefly

reviewed here. Terror management theory (TMT) posits that a major driver of human

behavior is the unconscious anxiety about one’s own eventual mortality. Different from

other animals, human realize their own eventual mortality. This realization is terrifying

and debilitating. To function in daily life with psychological equanimity, human have to

keep existential terror at bay. TMT proposes a dual-component model of attaining self-

esteem and bringing mortality fear under control: first, an individual needs to subscribe to

a cultural worldview and have faith in the validity and meaningfulness of that worldview;

and second, he/she needs to ascertain the belief that he/she lives up to the cultural

standards prescribed by that particular worldview. Hence an individual obtains a sense

that he/she is a valuable, respectable member of a meaningful universe. Just as a helpless

child, through good behavior, feels loved and protected by the seemingly omnipotent

parents, the mortal human, through living up to certain cultural standards, experiences
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oceanic feelings of embeddedness, which buffers human from constant terror. Because

self-esteem and faith in cultural worldviews are able to shield people from existential

terror, they will be summoned to service when existential anxiety infringes upon us.

When mortality concerns invade, we strive for self-esteem, and we swear allegiance to

the cultural worldview to which we have been subscribing.

The dual-component model has amassed abundant empirical support from over 100

studies. A high level of self-esteem, whether dispositional or experimentally induced,

buffers mortality anxiety (e.g., Arndt et al. 1997; Greenberg et al. 1993; Greenberg et al.

1992; Harmon-Jones et al. 1997). Due to this protective function of self-esteem, when

reminded of their mortality, people strive for self-esteem. For example, for people to

whom risky driving is a source of self-esteem, when mortality is made salient via asking

to think about one’s own death, both self-reported risk taking and risky driving on a

driving simulator increase (Taubman Ben-Ari et al. 1999). When mortality is made

salient, people also tenaciously cling to their own cultural beliefs. Unfortunately,

rejection of different cultural beliefs and social groups that carry those alternative beliefs

is often the vehicle of strengthening one’s own cultural beliefs. For example, under

mortality salience, Christian participants report a greater fondness for a Christian and

more adverse reactions to a Jewish person, and American participants increase their

disdain for an anti-American author (Greenberg et al. 1990). Mortality salience can lead

to physical aggression against those who attack one’s political orientation (McGregor et

al. 1998).
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Recently, some researchers have used a cognitive perspective to unveil the mechanics

underlying people’s reactions to existential threat (Arndt, Greenberg and Cook 2002;

Arndt, Cook and Routledge 2004). Some cognitive psychologists conceptualize mental

representation as associative networks (e.g., Collins and Loftus 1975), with connections

often forming and being manifested outside of conscious awareness (Bargh 1996).

Through repeated pairing of two concepts (e.g., through conditioning, learning, or

semantic relatedness), or a single intense negative experience (Foa and Kozak 1986), a

link between these two concepts is forged in the associative network. Then, activation of

one concept, even when outside awareness, spreads to activation of the other concept,

increasing the latter’s accessibility in working memory and its influence on information

processing. This associative network, according to dual-process models, possesses links

representing rational, logic relations, as well as links that characterize symbolic, intuitive

experiences (Chaiken and Trope 1999).

A recent refinement of the TMT landscape is the introduction of belief in an afterlife,

which is a primary avenue to achieve a sense of literal immortality. A higher level of

chronic afterlife belief is correlated with a lower level of mortality fear, suggesting that

afterlife belief assuages mortality fear (e.g., Wink and Scott 2005). According to

Dechesne et al. (2003), literal immortality is another mortality fear buffer, apart from the

frequently discussed dual-component model of gaining symbolic immortality. An

experimentally strengthened sense of literal immortality ameliorates the urgency of

striving for symbolic immortality as expressed in self-esteem enhancement. In Dechesne

et al.’s experiment (2003), when belief in an afterlife was temporarily strengthened via
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reading an article which used near-death-experience to argue for the existence of an

afterlife, the effect of mortality salience on self-esteem striving was cancelled. The other

condition, in which a neutral topic article was provided, showed the classic effect of

mortality salience.

Experimentally induced beliefs in literal immortality can not be created independently

of individual's pre-existing beliefs about an afterlife, a factor that I term "chronic afterlife

belief.” This individual difference variable may help lay out boundary conditions under

which the hypotheses work best. Similar to experimentally enhanced afterlife belief, any

chronic afterlife belief an individual holds should allay mortality fear. The hypothesized

mortality salience’s effect probably fares stronger for low chronic afterlife belief than for

high chronic afterlife belief. Furthermore, the level of chronic afterlife belief may also

influence the extent to which manipulation of afterlife belief strength impacts subjects.

One can only speculate about the exact nature of the interaction. One possibility is that

both committed strong believers and nonbelievers are unaffected by argument contrary to

their own beliefs. By comparison, people who have been exposed to the notion of

afterlife yet remain ambivalent may be more likely to be influenced by the experimental

manipulation of afterlife belief.

NEUROTICISM

The individual difference variable of neuroticism will be included in explaining

interest in creation-oriented consumption; therefore it is briefly reviewed here.

Neuroticism is a dimension of normal personality, according to two well-accepted
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personality trait models. Specifically, it is one of the three factors of Eysenck Personality

Inventory (Extraversion, Neuroticism, Psychoticism) (Eysenck and Eysenck 1973). It is

also one dimension of the Five-Factor Model (Extraversion, Agreeableness,

Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, Openness to experience) (Costa and McCrae 1995). The

Neuroticism factor from these two models matches well (McCrea and Costa 1985). Some

other recognized personality inventories, such as MMPI, 16PF, California Psychological

Inventory, and Big Five Model, all incorporate neuroticism, though sometimes it is under

different names such as “Emotional stability” or “Negative emotionality” (Piedmont

1998).

According to the Five-Factor Model, which is probably the most popular normal

personality model and has been proved to account for most individual differences,

neuroticism refers to the tendency to experience negative feelings. Those who score high

on neuroticism readily experience anxiety, self-consciousness, anger, or depression. They

are vulnerable to stress factors. What must be stressed is that neuroticism is a dimension

of normal personality and every individual lands somewhere on the continuum. Unlike

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, the Neuroticism inventory is non-

psychopathological in content. High scores on neuroticism do not indicate the presence of

any clinical disorder (Piedmont 1998). Because neuroticism is a normal personality

dimension, it is connected with other normal personality measures among general

populations. Many scholars think neuroticism is conceptually related with self-esteem.

For instance, in Eysenck's (1990) hierarchical model of neuroticism, self-esteem is a
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lower order indicator. Neuroticism is found to correlate with self-esteem(r = 0.64) and

generalized self-efficacy(r = 0.62) among normal college students (Judge et al. 2002).

Neuroticism has been used to predict outcomes in a number of applied contexts. For

instance, older women show higher neuroticism than older men (Weiss, Costa and

Karuza 2005). Smokers are found to score higher than non-smokers (Terracciano and

Costa 2004). Neuroticism is negatively correlated with well-being among middle-age

adults (Siegler and Brummett 2000). In contrast, neuroticism’s predictive power has not

been realized by consumer researchers. This dissertation research tries to take the first

step. In the following chapter of conceptual framework, I will link terror management

theory and neuroticism with the focal phenomenon of creation-oriented consumption.
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CHAPTER 3: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

WHY DO PEOPLE ENGAGE IN CREATION-ORIENTED CONSUMPTION? A

TERROR MANAGEMENT THEORY PERSPECTIVE

As elaborated earlier, there has been little scholarship on the forces driving an

individual’s intention to engage in creation-oriented consumption. The current study

attempts to fill the void by identifying some antecedents to intention for COC.

Specifically, terror management theory is utilized.

As reviewed earlier in this dissertation, terror management theory argues that a high

level of self-esteem buffers people from existential anxiety. When mortality is made

salient, people attempt to enhance their self-esteem. Being creative is a source of self-

esteem in many cultures, because of creativity’s central status in human history.

Creativity (performed by supreme beings) is first the reason the world and the human

race came into existence, according to various origin myths. Creativity distinguishes

humans from apes, with which we share 98% of the genetic makeup. Human creativity

lays the groundwork for civilization, and provides individuals with a sense of fulfillment.

It is especially widely and heavily valued in the current American culture. According to

humanistic psychology, creative action represents “man’s need to actualize himself, to

becomes his potentialities” (Rogers 1961). Creativity helps one “to be in control of one’s

own identity, to see that identity more clearly, to free it from everyday limits” (Albert

1990). It is “the glorification of the individual personality” and it results in “conviction
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of superiority” (Rank 1932). In the consumption arena, creative usage of products to

solve an emergent problem boosts people’s feelings of accomplishment, pride, and

confidence (Burroughs and Mick 2004). Precisely because of the reinforcement they

provide, people seek creative activities (Csikszentmihalyi 1996). In some clinical cases,

individuals even feel compelled to keep producing artwork as a private hobby in order to

“stave off an ever-threatening collapse of self-esteem” (Gedo 1990).

Creative acts probably take two routes toward the end of self-esteem enhancement.

The first route relies on the quality of the creative acts. If a particular creative product

appears to meet or exceed the contemporary standard, self-efficacy is experienced. The

second route downplays the criticality of the quality element. A creative act is a playful,

exploring process, sometime referred to as “deep play” (Geertz 1973). During this

expressive act, one encounters and discovers himself/herself. One becomes more clear

about who he/she is. Along with the increased self-concept clarity is increased self-

esteem. The linkage between self-concept clarity and self-esteem has been previously

proposed by scholars (Allport 1937). Self-concept clarity, even when achieved with

nostalgic memory of trivial things, glorifies one’s identity (Frankl 1959). More recently,

the linkage between self-concept clarity and self-esteem was empirically corroborated. A

positive correlation between these two was found (Baumgardner 1990; Campbell 1999).

In addition, experimentally enhanced clarity led to higher self-esteem (Baumgardner

1990).

The existence of the second route holds an important implication: Being creative has

such strong power in delivering self-esteem that it can attain this goal without necessarily
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measuring up to a high contemporary standard. As Rank suggested, “a mediocre work,

acceptable only to a small circle,” may still satisfy the creator. Through evidencing one’s

unique traces of life, creating helps the creator to live contentedly, with his/her worth as a

creator coming second (Rank 1932). For instance, Anne Sexton, in writing poems, enjoys

“Bring them forth like children…even if they are ugly” (Sexton and Ames 1977). One

proudly holds up the handicrafts he/she creates, even though it is admittedly “ill-favored”

(Gelber 1999).

Since mortality salience stimulates self-esteem striving, and expressing one’s creativity

constitutes one form of self-esteem striving, it logically follows that mortality salience

should increase the urge to be creative. The connection between creativity, mortality, and

immortality has long been intuitively understood, as exemplified in Virgil’s celebrated

dictum “Exigi monumentum aere perennius”—“I have created a monument enduring in

eternity.” Gyorgy Faludy, when interviewed by Csikszentmihalyi (1996), attributed his

poetry writing to fear of death. Creativity, even in one’s imagination, buffers mortality

fear. For instance, planning a manuscript gives meaning to an individual’s existence, and

sustains his/her life through an extreme form of death anxiety in the concentration camps

(Frankl 1959). Further, psychoanalysts have observed that mortality salience in the form

of bereavement begets a surge of creative impulse (Niederland 1967). The proposed

linkage between mortality anxiety and the urge to create is aligned with Rank’s central

argument (1932). In attempting to reveal the ubiquitous human creative impulse, Rank

zeroed in on art, a well-documented, age-old creativity avenue. He contended that art is

essentially the externalization and preservation of the personality and soul, which arises
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from the problem of death. By lending concrete, presumably indestructible existence to

abstract ideas of the soul, whether it is solidified on canvas or in marble, crystallized as

poem or symphony, art proves the artist’s personal eternity. This redeeming power of

artwork offers the creator a peaceful feeling of immortality. Because the sense of

immortality partly rests on the perception that the final artwork could be ever-lasting, the

durability of the medium on which art is recorded matters to the creator. Durable artwork

is more desirable in assuaging existential fear and assuring the creator of his/her

immortality. This is the reason this dissertation focuses on durable creation-oriented

consumption to detect the relation between mortality anxiety and creativity.

A sense of immortality is the presupposition on which creating rests. In turn, creating

results in a sense of immortality. Art in particular, the urge to create in general, has this

abstract and spiritual end: to shield us from mortality fear.

Creativity’s curative power in distancing us from mortality anxiety has been suggested

by scholars (e.g., Havelka 1999). Its employment in psychotherapy is prevalent and its

effectiveness has been abundantly documented. One particular category is art therapy, the

utilization of the process of artistic creation as a means to reveal and reconcile emotional

conflicts, reduce anxiety, and increase self-esteem (Nicholas and Lister 1999). Through

the creation of images, the creator moves toward psychological health (Jung 1964). For

instance, artistic creation enables terminally ill children to start to bring order out of

chaos (Nicholas and Lister 1999). Likewise, it aids the physically impaired who were

fetched back from death, people like the contemporary sculptor Nancy Fried who

survived breast cancer but lives with permanent scars, to purge some of their grief and
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anxiety via “wrestling with it on canvas or in clay” (Bertman 1999). Besides the soothing

power it offers to those who themselves face death, artistic creation also helps the

bereaved. The product of art creation is also used to evaluate conflict. According to

Simon (1981), “the unresolved bereavement needs often surface spontaneously in art

works." More critically, art creation is used to resolve such conflict. Evidence shows that

the bereaved in a secure art therapy situation are moved to express conscious and

unconscious conflicts in connection with mourning, and the art becomes a means to

resolve such conflicts (Simon 1981).

As reviewed earlier, a cognitive perspective could be used to shed some new light on

the relation between mortality salience and creativity. Mental representation is

conceptualized as associative networks. The linkage between mortality and creativity gets

deposited in the symbolic, experiential system through repeated or intense negative

experience. Specifically, a motivational schema (i.e., an implicit belief regarding means-

end relation) is formed in the associative network (Epstein and Pacini 2004). Activation

of the affect-laden concept “death” spreads to the “creativity” concept as symbolic

defense, when the death notion is out of focal attention. Indeed, for many anxiety buffers

documented in TMT literature, the spreading effect exists when the mortality concept is

activated at an unconscious level through subliminal priming (Arndt et al. 1997; Arndt,

Allen and Greenberg 2001; Landau et al. 2004; Landau et al. 2006). These effects cannot

be attributed to mood alone, no matter whether mood is measured by self-report, skin

conductance, or facial EMG (Arndt, Allen and Greenberg 2001).
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To sum up, mortality fear stimulates creativity, and in turn, through creativity, the

creator achieves a sense of symbolic immortality. Back to the focal phenomenon at hand,

because creation-oriented consumption is a form of creativity, it is expected that

mortality salience promotes one’s intention to engage in creation-oriented consumption.

This translates to hypothesis 1:

H1: Under mortality salience, individuals’ intention to engage in creation-oriented

consumption increases.

As reviewed earlier, self-esteem striving is not the only path toward psychology

equanimity when mortality confronts a human being. Believing in an everlasting afterlife

helps us achieve a sense of literal immortality, which in turn allays mortality fear.

Dechesne et al. (2003) found that a strengthened sense of literal immortality ameliorates

the urgency of self-esteem enhancement under mortality salience. In the present context,

because creation-oriented consumption is a way to demonstrate one’s creativity and thus

enhance self-esteem, strengthened afterlife belief should hold back the urge to engage in

creation-oriented consumption following mortality salience. If a strengthened sense of

literal immortality holds back self-esteem striving, one would guess about the other side

of the mirror: Does a weakened sense of literal immortality intensify mortality salience’s

impact on self-esteem striving, particularly, the intention to engage in creation-oriented

consumption? In other words, is the relation between the strength of afterlife belief and

the intention to engage in COC under mortality salience negative and linear? Rank’s

thoughts on artistic creativity might suggest a “yes” (Rank 1932). He spotted the common

essence of religious faith and art: an everlasting soul-concept. Art can be seen as the most
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primitive stage of religious development. Besides, “Art was at first, and for a long time to

come, the handmaid of religion” (Rank 1932). Since artistic creativity and belief in literal

immortality serve some of the same purposes, substitutability may exist. Art rises in the

wane of religious faith. For example, with American Indian tribes, the loss of religious

beliefs added to the creative urge to make live the spirit of the Indian in form and color

(Savage 1962). Not only is the value of art increased, but also the acclaim of its creators.

“With the decay of religious faith, the artist is immeasurably overvalued” (Rank 1932).

Although Rank and other researchers center on artistic creativity, their insight should

apply to the broader sense of creativity, including creation-oriented consumption.

Since strengthened belief in afterlife reduces self-esteem striving under mortality

salience, and expressing creativity is one form of self-esteem striving, we expect to see

strengthened afterlife belief’s dampening effect on intention to engage in creation-

oriented consumption under mortality salience. Therefore,

H2: Under mortality salience, when belief in an afterlife is weakened, individuals’

intention to engage in creation-oriented consumption increases, compared to when belief

in afterlife is strengthened.

Does mortality salience equally affect everybody? Or, are some people more

susceptible to existential anxiety? The latter is more likely the case. Apparently,

demographic variables such as age and health conditions should influence how

vulnerable one feels. This dissertation is more interested in discovering psychological

variables that moderate mortality anxiety. Because mortality anxiety is a source of stress,

people who possess a stronger tendency to experience stress would experience mortality
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anxiety in a more exaggerated fashion. The individual difference construct that captures

the tendency to experience stress is neuroticism.

As reviewed earlier, neuroticism is a normal personality dimension. Individuals high in

neuroticism worry about many things and tend to experience negative affect. They are

particularly susceptible to death anxiety (e.g., Hoelter and Hoelter 1978; Loo 1984). Jung

used an analogy to illustrate the connection between death anxiety and the petty day-to-

day worries and malfunctions: When one lives in a house which he knows will fall on his

head within the next two weeks, he becomes restless and all his vital functions are

impaired by this thought; but if, on the contrary, he feels himself to be safe, he can then

dwell there in a comfortable way (Jung 1936). Where does the neurotic’s exaggerated

mortality fear come from? It probably originates from hyper-self-consciousness and

difficulty maintaining faith in a cultural worldview. Neurotics do not give themselves to

the cultural roles available to them. They cannot lose themselves thoughtlessly in the

games others play (Rank 1936; Becker 1973). These two things, excessive self-

consciousness and lack of cultural faith, lead to sense of alienation and an ensuing

dreadful knowledge that all comes to an end the moment the biological self ends. The

overly intense baseline death anxiety magnifies the threat transitorily posed by mortality

salience and weakened afterlife belief. In fact, mortality salience is found to have a

stronger effect for people high in neuroticism (Goldenberg et al. 1999). Specifically,

following a mortality reminder, high neuroticism people find the physical aspects of sex

less appealing; however, this doesn’t happen to the low neuroticism people following

mortality reminder. It is reasoned that the high neuroticism individuals are unable to
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embed sexuality with cultural meanings, therefore sexuality is reduced to its physical,

animal aspect, a reminder of human mortality. Hence under mortality salience, the high

neuroticism individuals try to avoid thoughts of human sexuality and find it disgusting.

For high neuroticism individuals, mortality salience increases avoidance of even

pleasurable physical sensation (Goldenberg et al. 2004).

High neuroticism individuals are particularly susceptible to death anxiety. This leads to

the prediction that when confronted with mortality salience and weakened afterlife belief,

individuals with higher levels of neuroticism will feel a stronger need to enhance self-

esteem via creation-oriented consumption. Therefore,

H3: Levels of neuroticism moderate the above linkage specified in H1 and H2.

Particularly, the effects specified in H1 and H2 are stronger for individuals high in

neuroticism, but are weaker for those low in neuroticism. This relationship is described in

two sub-hypotheses:

H3a: Mortality salience increases intention to engage in creation-oriented

consumption, particularly for individuals high in neuroticism.

H3b: Under mortality salience, weakened afterlife belief increases intention to engage

in creation-oriented consumption, particularly for individuals high in neuroticism.

Two things need to be mentioned about the relation between COC and other creative

outlets. First, consumption is not the only outlet to demonstrate one’s creativity. In fact,

career-related activities and social relationships are often more powerful in providing

opportunities for one to feel creative and able to leave an everlasting mark. “The

excitement of the artist at the easel or the scientist in the lab comes close to the ideal
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fulfillment we all hope to get from life” (Csikszentmihalyi 1996). These mainstream

creativity outlets, be it designing a landmark skyscraper or having successful offspring,

help expurgate existential anxiety. Therefore, the above hypotheses should also hold for

mainstream creativity activities. In other words, mortality fear should drive individuals

toward a wide range of creative outlets. However, when consumption is the only outlet

made available at the moment mortality fear is induced, people will channel their creative

urge into consumption.

Second, I suspect that an inverse relation may even exist between career-related

creativity and seeking creativity in consumption. When people are alienated from their

work and feel they are only cogs in a big machine, they will use consumption to

compensate for experiences and feelings they want, but do not find on the job, such as a

sense of creativity. As scholars have observed, when blue-collar workers’ once-

meaningful jobs are depersonalized by industrialism, they resort to consumption such as

handicrafts and gardening, to regain the personal sense of creativity and accomplishment

(Gelber 1999). Probably aware of the relation between career and consumption creativity,

magazines on how to creatively spend leisure time primarily target people who are

unhappy with their jobs (Gelber 1999). Besides the nature of the job, retirement also

leads to limited career-related creativity. It seems that retirees embark on craft-making

more frequently than other age groups. In short, to the extent people feel a lack of

personal creativity at work, they will experience greater need to utilize consumption to

feel creative and proud. Therefore, the above hypothesized effect will be stronger for

people who experience less career-related creativity.
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CHAPTER 4: STUDY 1

Study 1 uses a laboratory experiment to examine hypotheses 1 to 3 and several

alternative mechanisms. A potential mediator is also explored.

METHOD

Participants and Design

Sixty-seven male and 71 female undergraduates from an introductory business

administration class participated in the experiment in exchange for partial course credit.

Ninety-six percent of the participants are 19 to 24 years old. All are juniors or seniors.

Ninety-six percent are U.S. citizens. Ninety-five percent are native speakers of English.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of 4 conditions of a between-subjects design,

which the experimenter was blind to. The four conditions are: 1) strengthened afterlife

belief and mortality salience; 2) weakened afterlife belief and mortality salience; 3)

afterlife belief control and mortality salience; and 4) afterlife belief control and no

mortality salience.

Procedure

Participants were recruited under the advertised purpose of constructing consumer

profiles. Upon arriving at the laboratory, participants were seated in individual rooms and

asked to sign a disclaimer. After completing a computerized experiment with another

researcher, which lasted 5-10 minutes, participants were asked to fill out a paper-and-
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pencil questionnaire. Since most participants completed the questionnaire in separate

rooms, privacy was largely ensured. They were also assured of anonymity and

confidentiality.

The stated purpose of the study, according to the cover story at the start of the

questionnaire, was to construct consumer profiles, and therefore, a wide array of

questions concerning values, profiles, awareness of scientific progress, science magazine

readership, and consumption choices, would be asked. This cover story provided a

legitimate reason for various personality measurements such as neuroticism and self-

concept clarity, whose appearance might be surprising for participants in a marketing

study. This claim also prepared participants for the mortality salience manipulation later

on, which was portrayed as probing the emotional aspect of consumer profiles.

Furthermore, the cover story disguised the afterlife belief strength manipulation as

enquiring into awareness of scientific progress and magazine readership. It was hoped

that this disguise prevented the manipulation from being dismissed as irrelevant, or

inviting suspicion about the true nature of the study.

Participants were asked to indicate their extent of disagreement/agreement on a series

of 1-5 point scales regarding their sensation seeking tendency, mainstream creativity

outlets, afterlife belief strength, symbolic immortality, self-esteem, self-concept clarity,

and escape tendency, in that order. Next, they were asked to circle “yes” or “no” on the

neuroticism scale.

Under the rubric of “Awareness of scientific progress,” each participant read one of the

three articles: one arguing for afterlife, one refuting it, and the other on a different,
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neutral topic--brain structure. These three articles constitute the manipulation of afterlife

belief strength. To initiate more interest in reading the articles, the questionnaire stated

that some simple questions would be asked later regarding the article. On the next page,

three filler questions were asked about the article and science magazine subscriptions,

which served to make a coherent cover story.

Following these questions came mortality salience manipulation, which is described in

detail below. Earlier TMT studies usually used 5-10 minutes’ delay or a distraction task

after the manipulation, in order for the mortality anxiety to become operative at a

subconscious level. Following this convention, the current study asked participants to

allocate 5 minutes on a word search task of 35 words/phrases related with computer. To

mitigate possible intense frustration due to unsatisfactory performance, the 35

words/phrases were listed on the same page, and participants were assured that not

finishing it in 5 minutes was normal.

Next, PANAS (Positive Affect and Negative Affect Scale, a measure of mood) was

administered. After that, a money allocation scenario was presented to measure pro-self

versus pro-social orientation, which could potentially emerge as a mediator. Dependent

variables and demographics were measured, in that order. Finally, 5-steps funnel probing

was employed to probe suspicion and demand characteristics (Bargh and Chartrand

2000). Five questions were asked, each being more specific than the previous one. The

five questions are: “What do you think was the purpose of the study? What was it trying

to study?” “Did you think that any of the tasks you did were related in any way? (If ‘yes,’

in what way were they related?)” “Did anything you did on one task affect what you did
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on any other task? (if ‘yes,’ how do you think it affected you?)” “When you were reading

the near-death-experience article, did you guess about its purpose? (If ‘yes,’ what did you

guess?)” and “Did you think that the article on near-death-experience could have been

related to any other task? (If ‘yes,’ in what way were they related?)”

Upon handing in the questionnaire, participants were thanked and debriefed.

Approximately 80% participants spent 20 to 30 minutes to complete the questionnaire.

The other 20% spent either 15-20 or 30-45 minutes.

Manipulations

Manipulation of Mortality Salience

This study employs a commonly used manipulation in numerous TMT studies

(Rosenblatt et al. 1989). Participants in the mortality salience condition were asked to

“briefly describe the emotions that the thought of your own death arouse in you” and “Jot

down, as specifically as you can, what you think will happen to you as you physically

die.”

Participants in the control condition were asked about taking an exam, while the

remaining part of the questions were worded exactly the same.

Manipulation of Afterlife Belief Strength

The current study uses the manipulation created by Dechesne et al. (2003). Subjects

read one of the two articles about near-death-experience, which purportedly measured

their awareness of scientific progress. One of the articles uses near-death-experience to

argue for the validity of afterlife, whereas the other refutes it as mere physiological

illusions. The author expects that the refuting article temporarily creates doubt about
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afterlife and weakens belief in an afterlife. The length and style of the articles are kept

similar across conditions. To increase credibility, the research covered in the articles is

claimed to be conducted by a Harvard Medical School researcher, and the articles are

said to be published in a recent issue of New York Times.

Some may argue that the afterlife belief is so entrenched for most people, that any

external attempt to vary its strength (even temporarily) is destined to fail. The author

would contend that afterlife belief is a fragile social construction. Its meaning is built into

us from the outside. As a result, it is possible for experimental influences to sneak in. As

Lifton (1979) pointed out, we live on images. Only through what we can imagine do we

know our bodies and minds. For anything that is not concrete and directly observable,

there is room for uncertainty and variable imaginations. In a similar vein, Carl Jung

speculated that both the one who has religious faith and the one who marches toward

nothingness in despair “remain in uncertainty” (Jung 1936). The prevalence of

uncertainty makes it feasible for experimental manipulation to take effect.

No manipulation check was taken. This decision was based on two considerations.

First, an earlier pilot study indicated that probing for mortality thoughts accessibility and

afterlife belief easily invited suspicion and demand characteristics. Second, mortality

salience and afterlife belief work under the threshold of consciousness. Consciously, a

subject would claim that he/she is exempt from any experimentally induced change. A

pilot study by the author showed that manipulation of afterlife belief strength affected the

dependent variables, even though it was not detected by the manipulation check measure.
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Dependent Measure and Others

Dependent Measure

Prior to the current study, a brief survey was taken of 116 undergraduates who

attended an introductory marketing course at University of Arizona. People were asked

an open-ended question concerning what activities they do when are in creative mood.

Seven major categories of creative activities were identified: writing,

drawing/painting/graphic design, cooking/baking, crafting, playing musical

instruments/writing music, photography, and home decoration.

The questionnaire in the current research asked a participant to pick one out of the

seven categories that was most intrinsically interesting to him/her. Since there is a chance

that none of the 7 categories is interesting to a participant, he/she was asked to indicate

his/her level of interest on a 7-point scale. Then participants were asked how important

and how appealing that chosen category was “at this very moment”; they also indicated

how much they wanted to engage in activities of that chosen category “at this very

moment.” “At this very moment” was included in the three attitude measures to gauge the

state attitude (as opposed to dispositional one) that should be more sensitive to the

manipulation.

Interest in Improving Creative Outcome Quality

Next, a scenario was presented saying that a 2-hour workshop for 8 dollars would be

held on campus next week at a time supposedly convenient for the participant. The topic

of the workshop focused on techniques for the chosen category of interest. Participants’

intention to attend the workshop was measured. The purpose was to tap the emphasis
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consumers place on the quality aspect when engaging in COC. Information on location,

price, duration, time convenience, and difficulty level of the workshop was given, so as to

reduce variance created by different interpretations and imagination.

Interest in Non-Durable Creative Consumption

Another scenario was about ice sculpting offered by a studio. Subjects were told that

they cannot take their sculptures with them, nor can they take pictures. Their intention for

this activity would shed light on how important product durability is in determining

intention for creative consumption. In addition, this scenario was low on social affiliation

aspect: subjects were told that only he/she and the instructor were allowed in the ice

room. Again, to minimize the variance created by different interpretations and

imagination, location, duration and price of this activity were explicitly specified.

Need for Social Affiliation

The next item asked participants about their intention to eat out with their family that

weekend. This item meant to examine one alternative mechanism: the need for social

affiliation as affected by the experimental manipulation. To minimize the effect of

environmental constraints, participants were requested to “Ignore the geographical

restriction” and “Focus only on your intention.” To get rid of the confounding of variety

seeking, a “frequented” restaurant was specified as the destination of the occasion.

Need for Distraction

This item asked how much subjects wanted to rent a movie and watch it at home by

him/herself “tonight.” Movie watching has a relatively small element of consumer

creativity. Watching a movie “at home by yourself” apparently has no element of social
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affiliation. The purpose of this item was to address another alternative mechanism: the

escape/distraction tendency as affected by the experimental manipulation. Similar to

other scenarios, participants were requested to “Ignore possible schedule conflict” and

“Focus only on your intention,” so as to minimize the effect of the environmental

constraints variation.

Alternative Measure of Interest in Engaging in Creation-Oriented Consumption

Participants were asked about the degree of endorsement of the statement “It is

important for me to write, create, or build something that will exist after my life.” This

more explicit inquiry reveals a common key element of listed activities (i.e., durability).

It even gives away the cue of “after my life,” hinting a possible causal link between

awareness of death and interest in creating things. Endorsement of this item may shed

light on the level of consciousness participants experienced.

Interest in Creation-Oriented Consumption without Distraction from Death Thoughts

The last scenario aims to examine the alternative mechanism of distraction seeking as

affected by experimental manipulation. The scenario states that UA main library is

recruiting design ideas for the coming “Day of the Dead” exhibit. The measure of

intention to submit design taps the creative urge. The nice thing is that it does not meet

the distraction need for people who are confronted with mortality salience or weakened

afterlife belief, since the creative task is exactly about the dead. The Day of the Dead is a

genuine Mexican holiday (Dia de los Muertos). As a matter of fact, UA main library did

hold exhibits about it in the past. A realistic setting is thought to improve credibility of

the recruitment ads. To reduce the variation of confidence in producing a design,
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participants were assured that a simple drawing of their creative ideas was sufficient and

the technical quality of the drawing was not crucial.

Measures of Covariates, Moderator, and Randomization Checks

Mainstream Creativity Outlets

This scale is written expressly for the current study. Instead of engaging in COC,

people may turn to career-related activities to meet their creative need. Career-related

activities are considered as mainstream creativity outlets, due to the unsurpassed power in

establishing a unique identity and self-esteem in the current U.S. culture. People also

spend more time and energy engaging in career-related creative activities relative to

COC. For the subject pool at hand, career-related creative outlets are mostly about school

and part-time jobs, which is captured by four items:

“I am satisfied with my life at U of A,” “Coursework at school provides me with

abundant opportunities to demonstrate my creativity,” “Extracurricular activities are an

important outlet for my creativity,” and “My job(s) outside school give(s) me an

important avenue for creativity.”

Symbolic Immortality

Symbolic immortality refers to the sense of immortality gained from having progeny,

producing creative products, having influence on the surrounding people and

environment, and identifying with nature (Lifton 1979). Six items from two existing

scales are used. 4 items are from Matthew and Kling (1988): “It is important for me to

write, create, or build something that will exist after my death,” “I would do almost

anything to ensure the future of my children,” “Being with nature gives me a sense of
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peace and tranquility about life” and “It is important to me to live my life to the fullest by

experiencing as much of it as I can.” The other 2 items are from Drolet (1990): “I

participate in the development of many others” and “If I died today, I feel that absolutely

no trace or influence of myself would remain.”

Neuroticism

The Neuroticism subscale of the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Eysenck and Eysenck

1967) is used. This measure is composed of 23 yes or no questions. Neuroticism scores

were computed by summing the number of affirmative responses, with possible scores

ranging from 0 to 23. This scale has been found to match well with the Five-Factor

Model’s Neuroticism scale (McCrea and Costa 1985), while it enjoys the advantage of

shorter length.

Self-Esteem

A short version of the Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg 1979) is used to assess global

self-esteem.

Self-Concept Clarity

A shortened version of Self-Concept Clarity Scale (Campbell et al. 1996) is used, with

six items out of the original twelve items. Self-Concept Clarity captures one aspect of the

self-concept, namely, “the extent to which self-beliefs are clearly and confidently

defined, internally consistent, and stable” (Campbell et al. 1996).

Chronic Afterlife Belief Strength

The study uses a shortened form of Belief in Afterlife Scale developed by Osarchuk

and Tatz (1973). The 4 items are “I believe in life after death,” “Earthly existence is the
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only existence we have,” “The idea of there existing somewhere some sort of afterlife is

beyond my comprehension,” and “There must be an afterlife of some sort.” 

Escape Tendency

Lovas et al. (1997) developed a 3-item subscale that measures passivity and escape

tendencies when confronted with demanding situations such as interpersonal relationship

conflict, serious problems in education, employment, finance and family. Participants in

the current study were asked about their reaction “When facing very stressful situations

(e.g., interpersonal relationship conflicts, and serious problems in school, finances,

family, or employment)” by endorsing the following three statements:

“Because of worrying about making the correct decision, I am not able to decide,” “I

do nothing and wait to see how the situation develops,” and “I try to focus my attention

on something else in hope of forgetting about the problem.”

Sensation Seeking Tendency

This is a combination of selected items from 3 existing scales.

“I feel best when I am safe and secure,” and “My ideal home would be peaceful and

quiet,” from the Arousal Seeking Tendency Scale (Mehrabian and Russell 1974);

“I like a job that offers change, variety, and travel, even if involves some danger,”

“I prefer a routine way of life to an unpredictable one full of change,” from the Change

Seeking Index (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1994);

“When I go to a restaurant, I feel it is safer to order dishes I am familiar with,”

“I enjoy taking chances in buying unfamiliar products/services just to get some variety,”

from the Exploratory Buying Behavior Tendencies (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1996).
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PANAS

The Positive and Negative Affect Scale is a 20-item mood measure (Watson, Clark,

and Tellegen 1988). This measure consists of two subscales: Positive Affect and

Negative Affect. The mean of each subscale is computed. This measure is included to

investigate an alternative explanation that negative affect mediates mortality salience’s

effect on the dependent variables.

Pro-Self Orientation

Terror management theory posits that mortality salience stimulates self-esteem

striving. While various specific outlets of self-esteem striving are tested, the higher-order,

abstract self-esteem striving has not been measured. I expect to see both mortality

salience and weakened afterlife belief drive up the abstract form of self-esteem striving,

which in turn boosts interest in creation-oriented consumption. In other words, abstract

self-esteem should mediate the causal link between mortality salience or afterlife belief

and interest in creation-oriented consumption. Since no measure of abstract self-esteem

striving exists, pro-self orientation is used as a proxy in this highly exploratory part of

research.

A simplified version of Liebrand’s (1984) Social Value Orientation measurement is

used to tap pro-self versus pro-social orientation. Each participant was asked to allocate

money between himself/herself and another person whom they would never know, by

selecting one out of twelve allocation choices. This operationalization has been shown to

be free of social desirability bias (Kuhlman et al. 1986; Liebrand 1984). The author

simplifies the original coding. If a participant allocates $ 8.5 to him/herself and $ 0 to the
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unknown other, he/she scores 3 points on pro-self orientation. $ 7.9 to self and $ 3.3 to

the other gains a score of 2 points. $ 6 to self and $ 6 to the other is assigned 1 point. The

higher the score, the stronger the pro-self orientation is.

Demographics and Debriefing

The following information was obtained: Age, gender, first language, GPA, ethnicity,

year in college, major, religious affiliation, citizenship, and degree of identification with

one’s nationality. Finally, the 5-steps funnel probing was employed to probe suspicion

and demand characteristics (Bargh and Chartrand 2000).

RESULTS

For H1, H3a: the Model and the Assumptions

Considering the possibility that none of the seven categories sufficiently interested a

participant, a question was asked about the degree of interest on a 7 point scale anchored

by “Not interested” and “Very interested.” Subjects who rated their most interested

category out of the seven as only 1, 2, or 3 on the 7-point scale were excluded for the

following analysis. 22 subjects were deleted for this reason.

H1 and H3a were examined using a two-way ANCOVA. The dependent variable is the

average of three items: how important and how appealing is the chosen category, and

how much does one want to engage in the chosen category of activities “at this very

moment.” These three items constitute a scale with alpha of 0.81; therefore it is

appropriate to use the average as the dependent variable.
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The two independent variables are presence of mortality salience and level of

neuroticism. The Neuroticism scale shows reliability of 0.85. A median split of the sum is

used to create two levels. Scores higher than the median 9 make up the high level, while

those lower than 9 constitute the low level. 13 subjects who scored exactly 9 points are

excluded. Mortality salience, as described in the method section, has two levels: mortality

salience and control.

Covariates are incorporated to improve statistical power. Two covariates are identified.

One is Sensation Seeking Tendency. This scale exhibits acceptable reliability (Alpha =

0.68). Sensation Seeking Tendency is positively related with the intention to engage in

COC (r = 0.172, p = 0.045). The other covariate is self-esteem. This scale has decent

reliability (Alpha = 0.71). Although its correlation with the dependent variable is non-

significant (r = - 0.072, one tail p = 0.22), due to its high theoretical relevance, it is still

included as a covariate. These two covariates are only marginally correlated with each

other (r = 0.124, one tail p = 0.09), thus there is no problem of multicollearity.

The assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes is held. That is, when only the

interaction terms between each covariate and independent variable(s) are included in the

model, no interaction emerges as significant (Field 2000). Levene’s test shows that the

assumption of homogeneity of variance is held (p = 0.384). Normality in each of the four

conditions is not all held. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the unadjusted dependent

variable measures are not normally distributed in the low neuroticism / mortality control

condition (p = 0.035, n = 14). The Shapiro-Wilk test (found under Descriptive

Statistics/Explore/Plots) indicates that the low neuroticism / mortality salience condition
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doesn’t meet the normality assumption (p = 0.015, n = 14). However, the F test is robust

when normality is violated (Keppel 1991). Therefore the author did not worry about lack

of normality.

Mortality salience and control conditions are similar along the following dimensions:

chronic afterlife belief, sensation seeking, self-esteem, mainstream creativity, sense of

symbolic immortality, self-concept clarity, escape tendency, neuroticism, age, gender and

GPA. Randomization works well.

The dichotomous neuroticism variable is correlated with sensation seeking (r = -0.264,

one tail p = 0.003) and self-esteem (r = -0.288, one tail p = 0.001).

About H1 and H3a

The model (N = 50) with the above two independent variables and two covariates is

significant (R2 = 0.236, p = 0.032). Mortality salience’s main effect is significant (n1 = n2

= 25, M ms = 5.00, M control = 4.41, one-tail p = 0.048). Therefore, H1 is supported.

Level of neuroticism has no main effect (M hi = 4.84, n1 = 22; M lo = 4.57, n2 = 28; p

= 0.476). This validates the use of neuroticism as a blocking variable rather than a

covariate.

The interaction between level of neuroticism and mortality salience is significant (p =

0.035). However, neuroticism’s moderating effect is the opposite of what is

hypothesized. For high neurotics, we expect mortality salience’s effect to become

exaggerated. But actually, it disappears (n1 = 11, M ms = 4.74; n2 = 11, M control =

4.92, p = 0.82). For low neurotics, mortality salience’s effect is very strong (n1 = 14, M

ms = 5.25; n2 = 14, M control = 3.89, p = 0.003). Mortality salience raises the intent for
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COC up to 1.36 points on a 7-point scale. This unexpected interaction pattern means H3a

is not supported.

When gender is added as a third covariate (p = 0.077), mortality salience’s effect

becomes marginally significant (M ms = 4.94, M control = 4.43, one tail p = 0.07). The

interaction between mortality salience and neuroticism is still significant (p = 0.033). For

those low on neuroticism, mortality salience boosts creative interest (M ms = 5.35, M

control = 4.08, p = 0.01). For the more neurotic, mortality salience has no effect (M ms =

4.53, M control = 4.78, p = 0.65).

How would dichotomized chronic afterlife belief moderate mortality salience’s

impact? One would expect that mortality salience’s effect fares stronger for those who do

not strongly believe in an afterlife. With sensation seeking, self-esteem, and gender as

covariates, mortality salience still has significant effect (one tail p = 0.036). However, the

interaction between mortality salience and chronic afterlife belief is non-significant (p =

0.86).

For H2, H3b: the Model and the Assumptions

Another ANCOVA was run to investigate H2 and H3b. The factor of mortality

salience was replaced by afterlife belief strength, while others remained the same as in

the first ANCOVA. The whole model is non-significant (R2 = 0.162, p = 0.12). Levene’s

test shows that the assumption of homogeneity of variance is held (p = 0.31). The

assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes is also held. The weaken and the

strengthen conditions are similar along the following dimensions: chronic afterlife belief,

sensation seeking, self-esteem, mainstream creativity, sense of symbolic immortality,
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self-concept clarity, escape tendency, neuroticism, age, gender and GPA. The only

marginal significance is along sensation seeking (one tail p = 0.08). However, because

sensation seeking is used as a covariate, this marginal difference will not be a problem.

Each of the two manipulated afterlife belief conditions is normally distributed, as are the

two levels of neuroticism.

About H2 and H3b

Afterlife belief strength’s main effect is significant and of hypothesized direction (n1 =

28, M weakened = 5.17; n2 = 26, M strengthened = 4.53, one tail p = 0.027). H2 is

therefore supported.

Again, there is no significant main effect for level of neuroticism (n1 = 22, M hi =

4.99; n2 = 32, M lo = 4.71, one-tail p = 0.416/2 = 0.208).

The interaction between neuroticism level and afterlife belief strength is non-

significant (p = 0.23). However, afterlife belief strength’s effect does seem to fare

stronger for the more neurotic participants (n1 = 11, M weakened = 5.51; n2 = 11, M

strengthened = 4.47, one tail p = 0.027). Taking into account the small n, the raise of

more than one point on a 7-point scale is quite impressive. For the less neurotic

participants, the effect is dampened (n1 = 17, M weakened = 4.83; n2 = 15, M

strengthened = 4.58, p = 0.56). Therefore H3b is supported.

When gender is added as the third covariate (p = 0.078), afterlife belief’s impact is still

significant (one tail p = 0.043). The interaction is non-significant (p = 0.31).

How would dichotomized chronic afterlife belief moderate manipulated afterlife

belief? Without specific expectations, this inquiry is largely exploratory. With sensation
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seeking, self-esteem, and gender as covariates, weakened belief marginally boosts

creative interest (M strengthen = 4.58, M weaken = 5.07, one tail p = 0.064). The

interaction between these two variables is non-significant (p = 0.87).

Alternative Explanations

Three alternative explanations are in sight: mood effect, need for distraction, and need

for social affiliation. They are examined as follows:

Mood Effect

One alternative explanation is mood effect. It is possible that mortality salience and

afterlife belief strength manipulation create mood difference, which is accountable for the

difference observed in the dependent variable. Indeed, creativity research has repeatedly

found that happy moods foster creative responses and sad moods hamper them (e.g., Isen

1999). To examine this, mood measures are used as the dependent variable, to see if

mortality salience and afterlife belief strength are significant predictors. The 10 positive

mood items from PANAS (i.e., interested, excited, strong, enthusiastic, attentive, active,

proud, alert, inspired, and determined) are summed up as the Positive Affect Scale, with

reliability of 0.873. A higher score indicates a more positive mood. The remaining 10

negative mood items (i.e., scared, irritable, ashamed, nervous, distressed, upset, guilty,

hostile, jittery, and afraid) are summed up as the Negative Affect Scale, with reliability of

0.79. A higher score stands for more negative mood.

When neuroticism is used as the other independent variable and the two covariates are

maintained, mortality salience has no significant impact on the Positive Affect Scale (M
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ms = 28.2, M control = 27.2, p = 0.634), nor does it affect the Negative Affect Scale (M

ms = 15.4, M control = 15.3, p = 0.941).

Afterlife belief strength manipulation has no effect on the Positive Affect Scale (M

weakened = 25.4, M strengthened = 27.0, p = 0.467), nor does it affect the Negative

Affect Scale (M weakened = 13.8, M strengthened = 12.5, p = 0.21).

Therefore, the mood explanation is ruled out.

Need for Distraction

Another alternative explanation is that what is really affected by mortality salience and

weakened afterlife belief is the need for distraction. One may argue that the dependent

variable meant to measure intention for COC actually also measures the need for

distraction. True, people may engage in their enjoyed activity just to distract themselves

from the unpleasant thought of death and no afterlife. To investigate this alternative

mechanism, the movie watching item is used as the dependent variable (for more detail

for this measure, see the method section). Watching a movie alone at home is a good

method of distraction, and it involves neither creativity nor social affiliation. In other

words, this item seems to be a “pure” measure of need for distraction. If need for

distraction is really the major mechanism at work, we expect to see mortality salience and

weakened afterlife belief increase scores on this measure. However, this effect is non-

significant for both mortality salience (M ms = 4.37, M control = 3.97, p = 0.502) and

afterlife belief strength (M weakened = 3.94, M strengthened = 3.25, p = 0.195).

Moreover, neuroticism’s moderating role is different when the dependent variable is

need for distraction, compared to when the DV is intention for COC. Mortality salience’s
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effect is stronger for the more neurotic people (M ms = 5.59, M control = 4.25, p = 0.25).

This is to the contrary to neuroticism’s moderating effect when the DV is COC. As

described earlier, mortality salience’s effect fares stronger for the less neurotic, when it

comes to COC.

A similar situation occurs regarding neuroticism’s moderation of afterlife belief

strength. When the dependent variable changes to a need for distraction, weakened

afterlife belief’s effect becomes stronger for the less neurotic subjects (M weakened =

4.02, M strengthened = 2.65, p = 0.053). As described earlier, weakened belief fares

stronger for the more neurotic, when the DV is intention for COC.

A brief summary of what seems to be happening: Under mortality salience, distracting

activity appeals more to the more neurotic, while COC attracts the less neurotic more.

Confronted with weakened afterlife belief, distracting activity appeals more to the less

neurotic, while COC appeals more to the more neurotic.

Another measure that tackles the distraction explanation is the item “submit design to

‘Day of the Dead’” (for detail, see method section). This item has a creativity element but

it does not offer distraction, because the creative task has a death theme. If the distraction

mechanism is operative, mortality salience should not increase scores on this item. People

should shy away from a task that pulls them deeper into death-related thoughts. However,

mortality salience boosts intention to submit design to the “Day of the Dead” exhibit (M

ms = 3.33, M control = 2.13, p = 0.028). This rules out the distraction explanation for

mortality salience’s effect.
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Unfortunately, this item cannot rule out the distraction explanation for weakened

belief’s effect. Participants in the weakened condition are less willing to engage in this

activity (M weakened =1.70, M strengthened = 2.60, p = 0.02), possibly because they

cannot find distraction from this task, or because the task causes more existential anxiety.

Need for Social Affiliation

A third explanation is that what is really boosted by mortality salience and weakened

belief is the need for social affiliation. Although the three items written to capture

intention for COC do not have social affiliation content at surface value, it might be true

that participants imagined engaging in their favorite creative activity together with

significant others. To address this issue, the item “eat out with family” is used as

dependent variable (for detail of this item, see method section). This item has a prominent

ingredient of social bonding and has no creative content.

Results show that mortality salience does not increase scores on this item at all (M ms

= 5.98, M control = 6.36, p = 0.18), which rules out the social affiliation mechanism for

mortality salience effect. On the other hand, weakened belief does increase scores on this

item (M weakened = 6.36, M strengthened = 4.84, p = 0.07), which complicates the

social affiliation argument. A closer look finds that belief strength’s simple effect at high

level neuroticism differs from that with COC as DV. As described earlier, weakened

afterlife belief’s effect on interest in COC is primarily contributed by the high neurotics.

For individuals at a higher level of neuroticism, weakened belief considerably increases

the need for COC (M weakened = 5.51, M strengthened = 4.47, p = 0.02). For those low

on neuroticism, weakened belief has no effect on interest in COC. By contrast, for these
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high neurotics, weakened afterlife belief does not affect need for social bonding (M

weakened = 5.81, M strengthened = 5.28, p = 0.41). This suggests that at least for the

high neurotics, weakened belief’s effect cannot be explained as social affiliation need.

How Much Does Durability Matter?

As defined in the beginning of the dissertation, durability of the creative product is a

characteristic of COC. COC’s appeal in reducing existential terror lies partly in the fact

that the creative product endures after the creator’s life. A creative task without the

possibility of preserving the product would not be equally attractive. Therefore, the

author expects that mortality salience’s effect becomes weaker, if it does not totally

disappear, when the dependent variable is “ice sculpting.” Unfortunately, this expectation

is not supported (M ms = 3.18, M control = 2.11, p = 0.066). Ice-sculpting seems to be

effective in countering mortality anxiety, even when it leaves no material trace of

consumer creativity. One speculation is that although ice-sculpting cannot preserve one’s

creativity, it does demonstrate one’s creative interest, novelty seeking and risk taking.

One still achieves self-esteem enhancement. Owing to this activity’s self-esteem boosting

power, mortality salience’s classic effect emerges.

It is a neat story when it comes to belief strength’s effect. As described earlier,

weakened afterlife belief drives people to pursue more durable creative consumption. By

contrast, the belief weakened condition shows no more interest in ice-sculpting (M

weakened = 2.17, M strengthened = 2.56, p = 0.426). This suggests that lack of durability

makes people hesitant to pursue creative consumption.
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To sum up, durability of creative consumption does not matter for mortality salience.

Mortality salience drives up interest in durable creation-oriented consumption as well as

in nondurable creative consumption. However, durability matters for afterlife belief.

Following weakened afterlife belief, people pursue more durable creation-oriented

consumption, but not the nondurable creative consumption. This finding means that it is

meaningful to differentiate durable and nondurable creative consumption, and suggests

that durable creative consumption, or creation-oriented consumption, is a more promising

test ground for the afterlife belief hypothesis.

How Much Does Quality of Creative Outcome Matter?

As discussed earlier, COC takes two paths toward the end of enhanced self-esteem.

One route rests on quality of the creative product, whereas the other does not emphasize

quality. The “workshop” item is used as the dependent variable to explore how much

people value skill and quality in creativity. Participants are asked how much they want to

attend a workshop to improve skills on the chosen creation-oriented consumption. The

response reflects how much creative quality is valued. Mortality salience drives people to

value creative quality (M ms = 5.32, M control = 4.28, p = 0.048). But weakened belief

doesn’t drive the value placed on quality (M weakened = 4.14, M strengthened = 3.97, p

= 0.773).

Is Pro-self Orientation a Mediator?

A simplified version of Liebrand’s(1984) Social Value Orientation measurement is

used to tap pro-self versus pro-social orientation. This instrument is explained in the

method section. The higher the score, the stronger the pro-self orientation is. It is
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expected in an exploratory fashion that mortality salience and afterlife belief increase

pro-self orientation, which in turn drives up interest in COC. In other words, pro-self

orientation is suspected to be a mediator.

A one-way ANOVA shows that mortality salience has no significant impact on pro-

self orientation (M ms = 1.47, M control = 1.62, p = 0.36). Thus, pro-self orientation does

not mediate mortality salience’s effect on intent for COC.

Another one-way ANOVA shows that weakened afterlife belief reduces pro-self

orientation, or, increases pro-social orientation (M weakened = 1.56, M strengthened =

1.91, p = 0.102). However, pro-self orientation and intention for COC are not correlated

(r = - 0.03, p = 0.76). Therefore, pro-self orientation does not mediate afterlife belief

strength’s effect on COC.

DISCUSSION

About the Distinction between Durable and Nondurable Creative Consumption

This dissertation focuses on creation-oriented consumption, which by definition leaves

durable traces. Evidence provided by study 1 speaks for the appropriateness of

differentiating durable and non-durable creative consumption. Afterlife belief’s

hypothesized effect fares better with durable creative consumption as opposed to non-

durable creative consumption. Indeed, when belief in an afterlife is threatened, interest

switches from the non-durable creativity to durable creative consumption.

About the Hypotheses
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Two of the three hypotheses are supported. Both mortality salience and weakened

afterlife belief are able to increase the intent for COC. For individuals high in

neuroticism, weakened afterlife belief boosts intent for COC with an impressive

magnitude. For the low neurotic, weakened belief shows no effect.

However, the manner by which neuroticism moderates mortality salience is contrary to

expectation. Mortality salience greatly promotes COC intent for the low neurotic, but for

the high neurotic, it has no effect. This finding is mind-boggling, because it is

inconsistent with existing TMT literature. Dispositional high self-esteem has been shown

to dampen mortality salience’s effect (Harmon-Jones et al. 1997). Neuroticism has

proved to be negatively related with self-esteem. This relation holds for the current

sample used in study 1 (r = -0.35, p<0.01). Therefore, one would expect mortality

salience’s effect to be stronger for the more neurotic (who have lower self-esteem at the

same time).

How to explain this unexpected finding? One speculation concerns the weight assigned

to the quality of the creative product. Mortality salience stimulates self-esteem striving.

Some forms of self-esteem striving do not need to be equipped with perceived self-

efficacy. For example, believing in a bogus positive feedback boosts self-esteem without

future risk of disillusion. Under mortality salience, people jump at such “safe” self-

enhancement opportunities without hesitation. By contrast, some other forms of self-

esteem striving are pursued only when there is certain degree of perceived self-efficacy.

COC basically belongs to this type of self-esteem striving, because it may later reveal

outcomes that are potentially frustrating. An unsatisfactory home improvement project is
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disheartening to look at, and unhelpful for one’s self-esteem striving. Anticipating such

situations, people choose to engage in COC only when they are confident about their

skills in that particular domain. The next link is: It is very likely that perceived self-

efficacy in a treasured domain is negatively correlated with neuroticism. Therefore, only

the less neurotic, or call them the more confident ones, dare to embark on COC as self-

esteem striving under mortality salience.

Then, how is the mechanism different when the other factor changes from mortality

salience to afterlife belief strength? As discussed earlier, COC takes two paths toward the

destination of self-esteem enhancement. One path rests on quality of the creative product,

while the other does not stress quality as much. Weakened afterlife belief is more

threatening than mere mortality salience. It definitely has the mortality salience element.

Beyond that, it further corners an individual by claiming that there is nothing after his/her

death. The prospect of no afterlife prompts people to do a “quick and dirty” job of self-

esteem boosting, and the quality of the final product is therefore downplayed. Less focus

put on quality disinhibits the less confident people, who often are the more neurotic ones.

Liberated from the self-efficacy concern, the more neurotic charge at COC with greater

eagerness compared to the less neurotic. This could be why afterlife belief strength

manipulation shows a stronger impact on COC intent for the more neurotic participants.

As a matter of fact, the weakened belief / high neuroticism condition scores the highest

adjusted cell mean (i.e., 5.51 on 7-point scale).

The above speculation about the different weight put on quality is not just a wild guess.

If we treat the “workshop” measure as a proxy of the weight put on quality, we gain
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initial evidence for this speculated mechanism. Mortality salience drives people to value

creative quality (M ms = 5.32, M control = 4.28, p = 0.048), whereas weakened belief

does not boost the value placed on quality (M weakened = 4.14, M strengthened = 3.97, p

= 0.773).

Managerial Implications

How is it managerially relevant to know the linkages between mortality salience,

afterlife belief strength, and intent for COC? Manipulating either mortality salience or

afterlife belief strength would sound unethical. However, practitioners can make use of

mortality salience and weakened afterlife belief created by certain TV shows and news

coverage when placing advertisements. Besides, practitioners can achieve a better

prediction of demand for COC when incorporating these two variables. Since these two

variables change along developmental stages and religious/political climates, observation

is relatively easy at the cohort or society level. This is an advantage not enjoyed by many

individual difference variables. In the wake of terrorism and natural disasters like the

tsunami, when society level mortality fear rises, one would anticipate greater need for

COC. The subtle differences between these two variables also have managerial

implications. Since mortality salience increases the weight people put on the COC

outcome quality, education programs on COC techniques may be offered to meet this

need. Weakened afterlife belief leads to greater focus on durability of COC outcomes,

thus durability should be emphasized in product development and marketing

communication.
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CHAPTER 5: STUDY 2

Study 2 reexamines the three hypotheses with a modified design. These modifications

serve to address several limitations of study 1. In addition, some emergent discoveries of

study 1 are pursued in study 2. These modifications are briefly reviewed here before a

more detailed description is given in the method section.

First, the limitations of study 1 and corresponding improvement in study 2 are

described as follows:

In study 1, the seven specific activities presented to participants were selected by the

researcher. It is uncertain whether these activities were seen by the participants as fitting

the definition of creation-oriented consumption. In study 2, a pre-test was administered to

identify activities that were perceived by participants as creative and able to leave durable

traces. Hence the dependent measure is better aligned with the theoretical concept.

Another limitation of study 1 is that it uses some indirect measures to tap alternative

mechanisms and boundary conditions, which may be less precise than desired. The

indirectness lies in the fact that the measures to examine distraction and social affiliation

explanations are external to the key dependent measure. The measure to explore

durability is also external to the measure of interest in creation-oriented consumption.

Furthermore, the sensation seeking tendency is only statistically controlled, which is a

weaker way of control compared to experimental control. Study 2 employs a more direct

way to control or measure alternative mechanism and boundary conditions. Specifically,
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by forcing participants to allocate a certain number of points among three activities, one

of them being creation-oriented-consumption, alternative mechanisms such as need for

distraction, social affiliation and sensation seeking are controlled. Durability measure is

embedded in the key dependent measure, and thus it is more direct than that used in study

1.

Another limitation of study 1 is that the experiment was not fully crossed, making it

impossible to examine the moderation between mortality salience and afterlife belief. In

study 2, the experiment fully crosses these two variables.

Apart from the above improvement addressing study 1’s limitations, study 2 also

addresses emergent findings of study 1. Some findings in study 1 are surprising:

Neuroticism moderates mortality salience the opposite way as hypothesized; and

mortality salience increases quality focus in creation-oriented consumption while

weakened afterlife belief does not. As speculated in study 1’s discussion section, domain

self-efficacy and quality focus may be two relevant constructs. Particularly, mortality

salience, but not weakened afterlife, may increase quality focus in creativity, and

mortality salience may have a stronger effect for those at a high level of domain self-

efficacy. To investigate these hunches, measures of these two variables are added to

study 2.

METHOD

Dependent Measure
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Study 2 tries to improve the dependent measure beyond several limitations of study 1.

These improvements are illustrated as follows.

First, 34 activities, generated by an earlier pre-test as well as by multiple researchers’

judgment, are rated by a student sample that possesses demographics similar to the

sample used for study 2. For each activity, a student rates on a 5-point scale the extent to

which the activity is seen as creative and as leaving an enduring material trace. Only

those activities rated as both creative (M >= 4) and able to leave enduring material trace

(M >= 4) are compiled into a category to tap the intention to engage in COC. Eight

activities are compiled into this category: crafting, drawing/painting/graphic

designing/sculpting, taking photos/photo editing, building something for fun, decorating

home/room, composing and saving one’s own music, recording own singing or musical

playing, and writing. This selection procedure is to maximize the chance that these

activities are creation-oriented consumption as perceived by the subjects, rather than as

imposed by the researcher.

Second, besides COC, another two categories of activities are constructed. One

category is creative consumption without any enduring material trace left. Seven

activities are included: singing, dancing, acting, cooking/baking, playing musical

instrument, ice-sculpting, and building a snowman. As rated by students from the other

sample, these activities are creative but are leaving no enduring material trace (M creative

>= 3.3, M durable <= 3.3). This category of activities belongs to creative consumption,

but they are not COC. Including non-COC creative consumption offers a chance to see

whether mortality salience and weakened afterlife belief boost interest in creative
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consumption in general. If they do, singling out COC from general creative consumption

would be unnecessary. If these two independent variables turn out to influence COC and

non-COC creative consumption differently, it means that durability in creative

consumption matters and that distinguishing COC from non-durable creative

consumption is appropriate.

For convenience, I will refer to COC also as “durable creativity” and the non-COC

creative consumption also as “nondurable creativity.”

The third category consists of activities that are seen as low on creativity and durability

(M creative <= 2.4, M durable <= 2.6): watching TV/movie, surfing internet, bowling,

golfing, jogging/walking/biking, hiking, doing laundry/dishes, and routine yard work.

These activities serve the needs for distraction, social affiliation, and sensation seeking.

These needs are also served by the two categories of creative activities. If mortality

salience merely drives these three needs, rather than the creative need, preferences for the

three categories across MS and control conditions should be the same. Compared to study

1, these alternative mechanisms measures are more direct.

For each of the three categories, participants are asked to select one activity they are

most interested in. Then they allocate 100 points among their three chosen activities,

according to their level of interest “at this moment.”

Apart from points allocation, study 2 also uses a more common measure of attitude.

For each of the three selected activities, participants report on 7 point scales how

important and appealing that activity is to them, as well as their intention to engage in the

activity “at this very moment.”
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Covariates and Other Measures

Sensation Seeking Tendency

In study 1, although the regression slope homogeneity holds for sensation seeking

tendency as a covariate, the data suggest that significant interaction between sensation

seeking and independent variables might emerge when the sample size increases a little.

Study 2 presents three categories of activities. All of them apparently satisfy the need of

sensation seeking. In other words, this dependent measure should be unaffected by level

of sensation seeking. If the dependent measure is not confounded by the sensation

seeking tendency, sensation seeking is no longer needed as a covariate.

Meanwhile, three dependent measures used in study 1 are retained: workshop, ice-

sculpting, and Day of the Dead. Because these measures are influenced by sensation

seeking tendency, sensation seeking needs to be measured for potential use as a covariate.

Hence, a 40-pair Sensation Seeking Scale (Form V) is administered (Zuckerman 1979).

Quality Focus

In study 1, mortality salience increases interest in improving creative skills, but

weakened afterlife belief doesn’t. It would be interesting to replicate this finding in study

2. Four items are used to measure quality focus: “I enjoy this activity no matter how good

I am at doing it,” “I would like to improve my skills and abilities in doing this activity,”

“I strive for excellence when I do this activity,” and “I would do this activity more often

if I was really good at it.” Participants were asked to endorse these statements on 7-point

scales anchored by “strongly disagree” and “strongly agree.”

Perceived Domain Self-efficacy
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As speculated in study 1, perceived domain self-efficacy may moderate the linkage

between COC and mortality salience and weakened afterlife belief in different manners.

Specifically, mortality salience’s boost on interest in creation-oriented consumption is

stronger for those with high domain self-efficacy; but domain self-efficacy doesn’t

moderate afterlife belief’s effect. Study 2 sets out to test this guess. Measure of this

potential moderator is placed prior to independent variable manipulations. Participants

were presented with three categories of activities and were asked to pick one from each

category the activity they were most interested in (These are the same three categories of

activities that are later presented for dependent measures). For each chosen activity,

participants were asked to indicate their endorsement of three statements: “I think I am

good at this activity,” “I find it difficult to do well at this activity,” and “I am confident

that I will be pleased with the result when I do this activity.”

Abstract Self-esteem Striving

COC, like many other phenomena examined in TMT literature, is conceptualized as

one way of self-esteem striving. While a plethora of specific, concrete outlets of self-

esteem striving are tested (e.g., risky driving, physical appearance enhancement,

materialism), the higher-order, abstract form of self-esteem striving has not been

measured. The author expects to see both mortality salience and weakened afterlife belief

drive up the abstract form of self-esteem striving. The potential contribution will be

mainly to TMT literature. In study 1, pro-self orientation is used as a rough proxy of

abstract form of self-esteem striving, but that measure yields no useful results. In study 2,

five items are written expressly to measure the abstract form of self-esteem striving: “I
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like to take actions that will enhance my sense of identity,” “I believe I will have glorious

moments in life, where I am a central figure,” “I want to do something to prove my self-

worth,” “I want to be very proud of myself,” and “It is important for me to deserve self-

respect.”

Design and Procedure

Study 2 adopts a between-subjects 3x2 factorial design. Different from study 1,

mortality salience and afterlife belief strength are fully crossed. As discussed in study 1,

qualitative differences exist between mortality salience and weakened afterlife belief. A

fully factorial design may help untangle the different effects of the two independent

variables. Meanwhile, a different article is used as the afterlife belief strength control.

The brain structure article used in study 1 may have diluted mortality salience’s effect,

because it reminds participants of their creaturely-ness and eventual death. The new

control article is about fiber technology, which hopefully takes care of this problem.

Manipulation Checks

After dependent measures and demographic questions, two questions were asked as

manipulation checks: “Do you recall reading an article about near-death-experience?”

and “Do you recall writing about death?” These are manipulation checks for afterlife

belief and mortality salience, respectively. Also, examining whether participants write

about mortality is another way of manipulation check.

Procedure

The procedure is largely similar to that of study 1. Several changes are as follows:
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Most measures of potential covariates and blocking variables are moved to an online

survey. Respondents are instructed to fill out this online survey before they come to the

laboratory. As discovered later, many fill out the survey at least a day before coming to

the laboratory. This reduces the chance of having respondents worn out by the time

manipulation and dependent measures are administered. Another advantage of splitting

the study into two parts concerns measurement of chronic afterlife belief strength.

Placing this measurement right before manipulation of mortality salience and afterlife

belief strength may interfere with the effectiveness of manipulation. For example,

participants may become more resistant to the afterlife manipulation (if it opposes their

own attitude) after explicitly stating their own attitude on the afterlife.

The online survey takes about 5 to 10 minutes to finish for most respondents. The

paper-and-pencil part in the laboratory takes 20 to 30 minutes for most respondents.

RESULTS

The Model

Two hundred and thirty-seven undergraduate students from introductory marketing

classes participated for course credit. Two hundred and sixteen of them completed the

questionnaire. The number of points allocated to durable creativity is the dependent

variable. Apart from manipulated afterlife belief strength and mortality salience,

dichotomized chronic afterlife belief strength is included as the third independent

variable.
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Three covariates are used: gender (r gender.coc = 0.18, p = 0.008), self-efficacy in the

chosen creation-oriented consumption (r self-efficacy.coc = 0.36, p<0.001, Alpha =

0.68), and self-esteem (r se.coc controlled for gender and self-efficacy = - 0.144, p =

0.035, Alpha = 0.81). Female students engage in COC more than male students do. This

is probably because a large portion of COC, both in reality and as written in the current

questionnaire, belongs to domestic domains. Self-efficacy is another factor influencing

intention to engage in COC. Many of the COC activities constructed for the

questionnaire, such as crafting, drawing, painting, composing music, and recording

instrumental music, demand investment of psychic energy. They also require specific

skills to produce presentable outcomes. The less people perceive they are good at it, the

less they are willing to pursue it. Similarly, interest in non-durable creative activities is

related to domain self-efficacy (r = 0.18, p = 0.008). By contrast, interest in non-creative

activities is unrelated with self-efficacy, probably because most of the listed activities do

not require any skills (e.g., watching TV, surfing internet, jogging, hiking). Dispositional

self-esteem, after being controlled for gender and domain self-efficacy, is negatively

related with interest in COC. This is in line with the central premise of the dissertation

that COC serves a purpose of self-esteem enhancement. The lower the dispositional self-

esteem, the greater the need to boost it, and subsequently, the greater the urge to engage

in COC.

Sensation seeking tendency is expected to be a significant covariate. However,

sensation seeking is unrelated with allocated points to COC or with non-durable creative.
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For the whole sample, sensation seeking is only correlated with allocated points to the

non-creative category, and the correlation is low (r = 0.16, p = 0.02).

Assumption Check

After dropping the weakened conditions (the reason will be explained when testing

hypotheses), the following assumptions are checked:

Multicollearity: Among the three covariates (i.e., gender, self-efficacy in durable

creative, and self-esteem), the only significant correlation is self-esteem with self-

efficacy (r = 0.21, p = 0.11). Between covariates and independent variables, the only

significant correlation is dichotomized chronic afterlife belief with gender (r = 0.17, p =

0.03). Since these two correlations are lower than the usual standard of 0.80, there is no

problem of multicollearity.

Homogeneity of regression slopes (When the DV is durable creative): When only the

interaction terms between each covariate and independent variable(s) are included in the

model, no interaction emerges as significant (Field 2000). Therefore, this assumption is

held. Using a different operation, namely, adding the interaction terms of each covariate

and independent variable(s) to the usual model, this assumption is still held (SPSS).

Normality: Shapiro-Wilk test indicates that normality holds for each of the eight

conditions. For two conditions, this assumption is marginally violated. Specifically, they

are Chronic AB high/Belief manipulation control/ Mortality salience control (W = 0.89, p

= 0.059), and Chronic AB low/ Belief manipulation control/ Mortality salience (W =

0.91, p = 0.075). Because F test is robust even when normality is violated (Keppel 1991;

Tabchnick and Fidell 2001), this marginal violation should not be a problem.
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Homogeneity of variance: Levene’s homogeneity of variance shows that this

assumption is held (p = 0.23 based on means).

Equality of error variance: For the ANCOVA model, Levene’s test of equality of error

variance (GLM/univariate/options/homogeneity tests) shows that error variances are not

equal across the eight conditions (p = 0.027). A series of variance homogeneity tests

(Descriptive Statistics/Explore/Plots) show that the variance of residuals is unequal

across the two levels of chronic AB(p = 0.022). A simple dot graph shows that high

chronic AB produces greater residuals than low chronic AB.

Normally distributed residual: Levene’s test shows that the residuals of the current

ANCOVA model are not normally distributed (W = 0.98, p = 0.013). However, since the

W statistic is very close to 1, normality should not be a problem.

Randomization: Participants are randomized across afterlife belief and control

conditions along the following variables: gender, age, GPA, mainstream creativity, self-

esteem, self-concept clarity, neuroticism, escape tendency, sensation seeking tendency,

self efficacy in COC. However, on chronic afterlife belief, the randomization does not

work very well (M control = 3.70, M strengthen = 3.43, p = 0.098). Meanwhile, chronic

afterlife belief correlates with interest in COC (r = 0.17, p = 0.01), and COC/column1+2

(r = 0.20, p = 0.004). Since dichotomized chronic belief is included as one independent

variable in all analyses, the lack of randomization is somewhat repaired.

Across mortality salience and control conditions, participants are randomly distributed

along the above variables except for mainstream creativity (M ms = 3.7, M control =

3.48, p = 0.053). However, mainstream creativity is not related with COC or other
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dependent measures of creativity. Therefore, this lack of randomization should not be a

problem.

Mortality Salience

A manipulation check shows that this manipulation works. Hypothesis 1 states that

mortality salience boosts interest in creation-oriented consumption. However, mortality

salience has no main effect (M control = 29.2, M ms = 30.4, p = 0.59). Under mortality

salience, participants allocate about the same number of points to durable creative

consumption. Even when afterlife belief is controlled, mortality salience has no effect (p

= 0.84). H1 is not supported. However, there is one condition under which mortality

salience has the proposed effect. When afterlife is controlled for people with low level of

chronic afterlife belief, mortality salience raises interest for COC, though it is only

marginally significant (M control = 27.3, M ms = 36.0, one tail p = 0.055).

Lack of support for H1 could be an artifact resulting from a mistake in constructing the

dependent measures. When participants are driven by the urge to enhance self-esteem,

creative activities should be the primary outlet, if not only the one. However, the

physically active options included in study 2 provide another important source to boost

self-esteem enhancement. In current college cultures, being fit and athletic is an

important source for one to gain self-esteem. It might even have dwarfed the appeal of

creative activities. The data are consistent with this hindsight. Under mortality salience,

there is greater interest in the physical activities, though the effect is non-significant (M

control = 39.9, M ms = 42.6, p = 0.34). A lesson to learn is: Do not juxtapose two

important self-esteem sources.
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Afterlife Belief Strength

A manipulation check shows that this manipulation works. Manipulated afterlife belief

strength has a significant main effect (M control = 33.6, M strengthen = 26.9, M weaken

= 28.9, p = 0.041). The strengthened condition is lower than the control (p = 0.01). This

is in line with the hypothesis: when existence of afterlife is made salient, people show

less interest in COC. Unexpectedly, the weakened condition is also smaller than the

control (p = 0.079); and the strengthen and weaken conditions are not different (p =

0.46).

These unanticipated results suggest that the weakened condition actually becomes a

milder form of strengthened condition. There are two possibilities. First, the articled used

in the weakened condition puts forward the afterlife argument prior to launching a

counterargument. This might have made afterlife salient, probably even more salient than

the ensuing counterargument. Second, people who firmly hold afterlife belief and see it

as integral part of their religious faith may become defensive when reading the article that

refutes any afterlife. The counterarguments they summon to their consciousness may end

up more salient than the argument in the article. Considering that the participants in this

study are high on chronic afterlife belief (the mean is 3.7 out of 5), this might be the case.

A closer examination of the paper by Dechesne et al. (2003) supports to this suspicion: in

their experiment, the weakened condition shows an effect that falls between the control

and the strengthened conditions.

Considering the failed operation of weakened afterlife belief, I will drop this condition

for the following analyses.
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After dropping the weakened afterlife conditions, mortality salience’s main effect

remains non-significant (p = 0.79). Chronic afterlife belief has no main effect (p = 0.21).

Afterlife belief manipulation has a main effect: strengthening afterlife belief reduces

interest in COC (M control = 33.3, M strengthen = 26.5, p = 0.012). The interaction

between mortality salience and afterlife belief strength is non-significant (p = 0.89).

H2 posits that under mortality salience, weakened afterlife belief boosts interest in

COC. Study 1 yields support for this hypothesis. In study 2, when mortality is made

salient, strengthened afterlife belief reduces interest in COC (M control = 32.2, M

strengthen = 25.7, one tail p = 0.027). Logically, this is equivalent to the fact that

weakened afterlife belief boosts interest in COC. Therefore, H2 is supported.

Additional analysis is done just to see whether manipulated afterlife belief has the

same impact when mortality is not made salient. When mortality is not salient,

manipulated afterlife belief has only marginally significant effect (M control = 33.8, M

strengthen = 28.0, one tail p = 0.09).

The three-way interaction between chronic afterlife belief, manipulated afterlife belief,

and mortality salience is significant (p = 0.032) (see figure 5.1). The interaction is

examined as follows.

For the low chronic afterlife belief, afterlife belief manipulation remains significant (M

control = 31.7, M strengthen = 24.7, p = 0.057). Mortality salience has no main effect (M

control = 26.9, M ms = 29.4, p = 0.47). Interaction between mortality salience and

afterlife manipulation is marginally significant (p = 0.068). Judged from condition means,

mortality salience’s effect on COC is reversed across the two conditions of afterlife
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manipulation. Specifically, when afterlife is controlled, mortality salience raises interest

for COC, though it is only marginally significant (M control = 27.3, M ms = 36.0, one

tail p = 0.055). This finding gives support to H1. When afterlife is strengthened, mortality

salience seems to reduce interest for COC, though it is not significant (M control = 26.5,

M ms = 22.9, p = 0.46). The pattern of this marginal interaction echoes what was found

by Dechesne et al. (2003), in that strengthened afterlife nullifies mortality’s impact. This

marginal interaction can be also interpreted from a different angle: Under mortality

salience, afterlife belief reduces interest in COC (M strengthen = 22.9, M control = 36.0,

p = 0.01). This finding is consistent with H2; when mortality is not salient, afterlife belief

manipulation has no effect (p = 0.88). Interpretation from this angle is: Afterlife belief’s

tranquilizing effect is manifested once the existential threat is in sight; its power remains

dormant when it is not challenged.

While there are some neat findings among people with low afterlife belief, data are less

congruent with the hypotheses among those with high chronic afterlife belief. Mortality

salience has no main effect (M control = 33.6, M ms = 29.6, p = 0.32). Strengthened

afterlife belief marginally reduces interest in COC (M control = 34.9, M strengthen =

28.3, one tail p = 0.051). The interaction between mortality salience and manipulated

afterlife belief is non-significant (p = 0.22). When afterlife belief is controlled, mortality

salience reduces interest in COC (M control = 39.6, M ms = 30.2, one tail p = 0.047),

which runs counter to H1. For strengthened afterlife conditions, mortality salience has no

effect (M control = 27.5, M ms = 29.0, p = 0.80). These simple effects can also be

described as following: When mortality is not salient, afterlife belief reduces interest in
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COC (M control = 39.6, M afterlife = 27.5, p = 0.04); under mortality salience, afterlife

belief shows no effect (M control = 30.2, M strengthen = 29.0, p = 0.83), which does not

support H2.

An additional piece of information about this 3-way interaction is: Even when afterlife

belief is controlled, mortality salience has no effect (p = 0.84). This is disappointing news

to H1, because H1 predicts that mortality salience increases interest in creation-oriented

consumption. When afterlife belief is controlled, mortality salience is moderated by

chronic belief (p = 0.033). That is: for low chronic belief, mortality salience boosts

interest in COC; for strong chronic belief, mortality salience reduces it.

The expected mortality salience effect is found only among the low chronic belief

participants whose belief is not experimentally boosted. This should be the situation

where MS effect fares the best. Without baseline or situational buffer of afterlife belief,

mortality salience is at its full impact. When afterlife belief is made salient, MS has no

effect for the low believers.

Among all 8 conditions, those with strong chronic afterlife belief have the highest

baseline level (i.e., without any manipulation) of interest in durable-creativity. However,

when mortality is made salient for these strong believers, interest in durable creative

consumption drops. Interest, as captured by allocated points, switches to physical

activities and non-durable creative (yet neither of these two categories’ gain is

significant). The reason why interest in durable-creative drops can only be speculated:

buffered with high chronic afterlife belief, mortality salience does not trigger the usual

defense mechanism. It may instead trigger other needs associated with mortality, e.g., to
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strengthen one’s body or seek more sensation, goals which are better fulfilled by

engaging in physical activities.

Next, I examine possible mediators for the effect of manipulated afterlife belief on

COC. Sobel test shows that manipulated belief’s effect on interest in COC is not

mediated by positive affect (p = 0.50) or negative affect (p = 0.63). None of the other

significant results discussed above is mediated via mood effect.

Creative Consumption in General

When the sum of points allocated to COC and non-durable creativity is used as the

dependent variable and self-efficacy in nondurable creative is added as the 4th covariate,

mortality salience shows a main effect (one tail p = 0.033). However, contrary to what is

hypothesized, mortality salience reduces interest in creative activities (M control = 61.4,

M ms = 55.5). Put another way, mortality salience increases interest in the non-creative

physical activities. This effect is not mediated through mood, according to Sobel test.

Dichotomized chronic afterlife belief doesn’t moderate mortality salience’s effect.

Manipulated afterlife belief has no effect (M control = 59.6, M strengthen = 57.3, p =

0.47). Manipulated afterlife belief is moderated by chronic afterlife belief (p = 0.044).

For those who are low on chronic belief, strengthened belief reduces creative interest (M

control = 63.3, M ms = 54.4, p = 0.04). For those high on chronic belief, strengthened

belief has no effect (M control = 55.9, M ms = 60.3, p = 0.36). These findings suggest

that the hypothesized afterlife belief effect fares better for those low on chronic belief.

They are also consistent with the evidence that the proposed mortality salience effect is

found only for those low on chronic belief.
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The opposite MS main effect suggests the interfering role of physical activity as an

option. To engage in physical activities and stay fit is an important source of self-esteem

for college students. Juxtaposing two important sources of self-esteem make it difficult

for the hypothesized effect to emerge.

Non-durable Creative Consumption

Many significant results emerge for this dependent variable.

Mortality salience reduces interest in non-durable creativity (M control = 30.9, M ms =

26.1, one tail p = 0.027). This effect is moderated by chronic afterlife belief (p = 0.018).

For those low on chronic belief, mortality salience dramatically reduces interest in non-

durable creativity (M control = 35.9, M ms = 25.2, p = 0.002). For those high on chronic

belief, mortality salience has no effect (M control = 26.0, M ms = 27.1, p = 0.75).

While strengthened afterlife belief reduces interest in durable creativity, it increases

interest in non-durable creative consumption (M control = 26.2, M strengthen = 30.9,

one-tail p = 0.031). This effect is moderated by chronic afterlife belief (p = 0.046). For

those high on chronic belief, strengthened belief boosts interest in non-durable creativity

(M control = 21.7, M strengthen = 31.4, p = 0.01). For those low on chronic belief,

manipulated belief has no effect (M control = 30.7, M strengthen = 30.3, p = ns).

Manipulated afterlife belief’s different effects on non-durable versus durable creative

activities show that it is meaningful to distinguish these two types of creative

consumption.

Durability Focus
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Next I examine inclination toward durability of creative output. As discussed earlier,

creative consumption with a durable product is more effective to assure people of their

symbolic immortality, compared to a non-durable counterpart. Therefore, existential

anxiety should make people more inclined toward producing something durable. The

points allocated to non-durable and durable creative activities are added up to represent

interest toward creative activities in general. Points allocated to durable creative divided

by those allocated to general creative measures how much one values durability when

engaging in creative acts. The possible range for this dependent measure is from 0% to

100%. Similar with earlier analyses, dichotomized chronic belief is included as one

independent variable. Gender, self-esteem, and domain self-efficacy in the two creative

categories are used as covariates.

Strengthened afterlife belief reduces interest toward durability in creative activities (M

control = 54%, M strengthen = 46%, p = 0.016). It is not moderated by chronic belief (p

= 0.39).

Mortality salience boosts interest in durability (M control = 47%, M ms = 54%, one

tail p = 0.031). The interaction between mortality salience and chronic afterlife belief is

non-significant (p = 0.11), even though the simple effects suggest a significant

interaction: for those low in chronic belief, mortality salience raises interest in durability

from 41% to 52% (p = 0.01); for those high in chronic belief, mortality salience has no

effect (p = 0.86).

These significant results show that the ‘durability’ dimension does matter. Hence it is

viable to distinguish non-durable creativity and durable creativity.
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Three-Item Attitude Measure of Interest in Creation-Oriented Consumption

So far, the analyses have been using points allocation as dependent variables. Will the

results change when using the 3-item attitude score as the dependent variable? For

durable creativity, the 3-item measure yields no significant results of main effect or

interaction, though the pattern is similar. For nondurable creativity, there is no significant

main effect or interaction, yet again, the pattern of results shadows that of points

allocation as the dependent variable.

Abstract Self-Esteem Striving

Terror management theory argues that existential anxiety activates self-esteem striving.

This is tested in study 1 with no significant results. Probably the pro-self orientation

measure does not capture the construct of abstract self-esteem striving. Hence five items

are written expressly in the hope of capturing abstract self-esteem striving. Only two out

of the five self-esteem striving items are used, because these two items, namely, “I like to

take actions that will enhance my sense of identity” and “I want to do something to prove

my self-worth,” seem to have better face validity than the others. Mortality salience

increases reported self-esteem striving (M control = 5.3, M ms = 5.64, one tail p = 0.028),

which is in line with TMT’s major premise. Based on the Sobel test, this effect is not

mediated by mood. By contrast, manipulated afterlife belief has no effect (p = 0.58),

suggesting that weakened afterlife belief’s impact may be qualitatively different from that

of mortality salience.

As described earlier, under mortality salience, people go for the non-creative activities

at the cost of creative consumption. Do people go for the non-creative activities because
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they provide better opportunity to boost self-esteem? In other words, is the link between

mortality salience and interest in non-creative activities mediated by self-esteem striving?

Data indicate that abstract self-esteem striving is not a mediator.

How Much Does Quality of Creative Outcome Matter?

Study 1 finds that mortality salience, but not weakened afterlife belief, increases

interest in attending a workshop to improve creative quality. Study 2 explores if these

findings can be replicated.

After eliminating the item “I enjoy this activity no matter how well I am at doing it,”

the quality focus scale reaches acceptable reliability. Cronbach’s alpha is 0.73 for non-

durable creativity, 0.72 for durable creativity, and 0.88 for non-creative activities.

For either of the two creative categories, mortality salience has no main effect on the 3-

item quality focus measure. It is expected that at least when afterlife is controlled,

mortality salience would increase the quality focus of creation-oriented consumption, as

found in study 1. Yet this is not supported. Similar to study 1, it is found that when

mortality is salient, afterlife belief strength has no impact on quality focus of creation-

oriented consumption.

The only significant result is the interaction between mortality salience and

manipulated afterlife belief, when the DV is non-durable creativity (p = 0.014). Under

strengthened afterlife belief, mortality salience reduces the focus on skill improvement

(M control = 5.52, M ms = 4.82, p = 0.049). When afterlife belief is controlled, mortality

salience has no effect (M control = 4.62, M ms = 5.15, p = 0.14). These findings are

difficult to integrate into the overall conceptual framework. For the non-creative
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category, mortality salience increases interest in skill improvement (M control = 4.44, M

ms = 5.02, one tail p = 0.025), which hints that non-creative activities probably are the

primary avenue of self-esteem enhancement, and therefore skill improvement effort is

directed toward it.

Based on study 1’s results, I speculate that quality focus does not mediate manipulated

afterlife belief’s effect on COC. This speculation is supported in study 2, for both main

effect and simple effect of afterlife belief on COC. Based on study 1’s results, I also

speculate that mortality salience’s impact on COC is mediated by intent for skill/quality

improvement. Since mortality salience’s main effect is not found in study 2, this

speculated mediation does not hold. Although mortality salience has two significant

simple effects (i.e., for low chronic afterlife belief holders who do not have a situational

boost of afterlife, and for high chronic afterlife belief holders who do not have a

situational boost of afterlife), the sample size is too small to detect potential mediation

effect. Indeed, Sobel tests indicate that the two simple effects of MS are not mediated

through skill improvement intent.

As in study 1, the workshop item is used as the dependent variable. It gauges the

intention to improve skills on a chosen type of creation-oriented consumption. Mortality

salience compels people to pursue skill improvement in the chosen domain of durable

creative consumption (M control = 4.01, M ms = 4.65, p = 0.05). Particularly when

afterlife belief is controlled, mortality salience drives up quality focus (M control = 3.85,

M ms = 4.67, one tail p = 0.034). Afterlife belief has no main effect (M control = 4.25, M
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strengthen = 4.42, p = 0.59). Even under mortality salience, afterlife belief has no effect.

These findings replicate what was found in study 1.

Regression Method to Check Hypotheses

In order to be used as an independent variable in ANCOVA, chronic afterlife belief,

measured as a continuous variable, is dichotomized. Would results change if there was no

such information loss? In other words, what would happen if chronic afterlife belief is

used as a continuous variable? Hierarchical regression is used to check the hypotheses.

The 3 covariates are entered first, then the 3 independent variables: mortality salience,

afterlife manipulation, and continuous chronic afterlife belief. Finally, 2-way and 3-way

interaction among the three independent variables are entered. To avoid multicollearity,

the three IVs are centered and the product of IVs are based on the centered scores.

Centering leads to the same significance test, while B and Beta weights are not all the

same (Tabachnick and Fidell 2001).

Manipulated afterlife belief stays significant (p = 0.022). The three way interaction is

marginally significant (p = 0.051).

Neuroticism as a Moderator

According to H3, neuroticism has a moderating role. Specifically, the relations

proposed in H1 and H2 should fare stronger for individuals at a higher level of

neuroticism. However, when dichotomized neuroticism replaces chronic afterlife belief

as one of the IVs, no clear pattern emerges. Neuroticism has no significant moderating

role. This is true with all the following dependent variables: points allocated to non-

durable creative or COC, two creative categories combined, portion of COC points
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among creative categories combined, and the “workshop” response. Even under the

conditions where mortality salience shows the hypothesized effect, neuroticism has no

moderating role. Therefore, H3 is not supported.

Domain Self-Efficacy as a Moderator

One of the unexpected findings in study 1 is that mortality salience’s effect is stronger

for the low neurotics. As speculated in study 1, domain self-efficacy might be at work;

that is, mortality salience’s effect on creation-oriented consumption could fare stronger

for those with high domain self-efficacy. However, the interaction between mortality

salience and domain self-efficacy is far from significant, even under the conditions where

mortality salience’s proposed effect is found. The interaction remains non-significant

when the dependent variable switches to the 3-item quality focus measure and the

intention to attend a workshop.

Unexpectedly, domain self-efficacy moderates afterlife belief’s impact on creation-

oriented consumption (p = 0.018). For those with low self-efficacy, belief strength has no

effect (M control = 22.6, M strengthen = 23.5, p = 0.83). For those with a high level of

self-efficacy, strengthened afterlife belief curbs interest in creation-oriented consumption

(M control = 42.8, M strengthen = 30.1, p = 0.83).

DISCUSSION

About the Distinction between Durable and Nondurable Creative Consumption

Consistent with study 1, study 2 shows that the durability dimension in creative

consumption matters. Depending on whether creative consumption leaves durable traces
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or not, strengthened afterlife belief and mortality salience exert different effects. Both

mortality salience and weakened afterlife belief make people value durability. Compared

to study 1, the measurement of durability focus is more convincing in that it is directly

embedded in the key dependent measure. Therefore, once again, the data shows that it is

meaningful to distinguish between durable and nondurable creative consumption. More

importantly, it is evident that durable creative consumption is a more suitable receptacle

for the proposed effect of mortality salience and weakened afterlife belief, hence it is

appropriate for the current dissertation to focus on durable creation-oriented

consumption.

About the Hypotheses

Unexpectedly, mortality salience reduces interest in general creative consumption (i.e.,

durable and nondurable creative consumption combined) and increases interest in the

non-creative physical activities. This effect may have come from a design problem,

namely, the juxtaposition of two important self-esteem sources. Very likely, non-creative

physical activities provide college students with a better opportunity for self-esteem

enhancement. As is readily understood, staying fit and looking athletic through physical

activities is more critical to a college student’s self-esteem than crafting is. There is one

finding that echoes this suspicion: while mortality salience has no effect on quality focus

for either of the two creative categories, it compels people to improve skills of their

selected non-creative physical activities. The domain where people want to improve

themselves suggests that this domain is important for one’s self-esteem. Taken together,

it seems that non-creative activities constitute the primary self-esteem source for current
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participants and mortality salience’s effect gets channeled toward them. The point

allocation dependent measure, while minimizing certain confounds such as sensation

seeking need, sways the direction of the research.

Mortality salience’s boost on durable creative consumption is only found under a

certain boundary condition. That is, the effect only exists for people low on chronic

afterlife belief and when there is no experimentally induced boost of afterlife belief. For

people high on chronic afterlife, without experimental enhancement of afterlife, mortality

salience drives down interest in durable creativity. It could be that equipped with high

chronic afterlife belief, participants are not in urgent need for immortalization through

creativity. To them, durable creativity is no more appealing than non-durable creativity.

Further, other unfulfilled needs may gain priority of consideration under mortality

salience, such as enhancing self-esteem via being physically fit. By comparison, those

low on chronic afterlife belief, with no experimental enhancement, are in greater need for

immortalization than any other condition. Mortality salience drives them to pursue more

durable creative activities.

As in study 1, weakened afterlife belief increases interest in creation-oriented

consumption. By far this effect seems robust. The fully crossed design, however, does not

reveal a significant interaction between mortality salience and afterlife belief. When

chronic afterlife belief is considered, a three-way interaction emerges. For those with low

chronic afterlife belief, the interaction between mortality salience and afterlife is

marginally significant: mortality salience raises interest in COC. But when afterlife belief

is strengthened, mortality salience has no effect. The interaction pattern echoes other
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researchers’ findings and speaks of afterlife belief’s tranquilizing power when one faces

mortality. Meanwhile, finding the interaction only for those low in chronic afterlife belief

pinpoints an assumption that has not been acknowledged in the literature.

Neuroticism does not moderate mortality salience or afterlife belief. For two studies in

a row, the neuroticism hypothesis is unsupported. This suggests that neuroticism may not

be a theoretically relevant variable. The speculated interaction between domain self-

efficacy and mortality salience is also not supported.

When quality focus is measured by the intention to attend a workshop and improve

skills of a selected creation-oriented consumption, the results are the same as in study 1:

mortality salience increases quality focus for creation-oriented consumption while

weakened afterlife belief does not. The replication is successful. However, when the new

measure of quality focus written for study 2 is used, neither mortality salience nor

weakened afterlife belief has any effect on COC quality focus. The fact that mortality

salience has no effect could result from the location of the new measure: placed right

after the point allocation measure, responses to this quality focus measure probably

shadow the responses that precede them. Indeed, just as mortality salience increases

interest in non-creative activities, mortality salience also boosts interest in improving

skills in that domain.

Another thing learned from this study is: Though conceptually weakened afterlife

belief should drive people to pursue durable creativity, operationally, as study 2 indicates,

to weaken afterlife belief in a laboratory would be difficult to achieve. Future research
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should devise a new way to weaken afterlife belief and do so with less defensive

reactions from participants.
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CHAPTER 6: STUDY 3

The main purpose of study 3 is to reexamine hypotheses after cleaning up the

methodological problems in study 2. The major problem of study 2 is that it juxtaposes

two important sources for self-esteem enhancement, which might account for the

insufficient support for the hypothesis that mortality salience boosts interest in COC.

Meanwhile, considering the possibility that mortality salience could reduce general

creative interest, a general creative interest is extracted from various measures for

analysis. Study 3 also uses a different operation of mortality salience, hoping to generate

stronger effect. Another modification is that the afterlife belief weakened conditions are

dropped. Hence study 3 becomes a 2x2 design. These modifications and the underlying

reasons are briefly overviewed here before a more detailed description is given in the

method section.

The most surprising finding in study 2 is that mortality salience dampens creative

interest, which is captured by points allocated to non-durable and durable creative

consumption combined. What is happening? One possibility, as speculated earlier, is that

physical activities dwarf creative activities as a self-esteem source. Another possibility is

that mortality salience renders creative options less attractive, as long as there are other

options. Catering to these two possibilities, study 3 makes two changes. First, the non-

creative activities category excludes sports and leave only typical time killer leisure.

Hopefully, these activities will not provide much self-esteem to the participants. Second,
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multiple measures are written, each juxtaposing a creative option and a non-creative one,

to tap general creative interest as affected by mortality salience. Use of multiple measures

guarantees greater reliability.

Up to now in the dissertation research, the effects of mortality salience, if found, are

subtle. In study 1, mortality salience increases interest in COC for 0.59 point on a 7 point

scale. In study 2, while mortality salience increase points allocated to COC for 9 out 100

points among participants low on chronic afterlife belief, that effect is only marginally

significant. Thus it is suspected that the conventional operation of mortality salience does

not carry sufficient impact for young college students who most likely feel death is

remote and irrelevant. In study 3, a new operation is designed to be more personally

relevant. It portrays death as random and reminds one of its physical annihilation aspect.

The operation is delivered in the context of a personal funeral plan arrangement.

Study 1 and 2 assume that participants value creativity as an important source of self-

esteem. This assumption may not be true. Study 3 measures the extent people value being

creative and includes this variable in the analysis. A boundary condition for mortality

salience’s effect could surface.

Study 2 finds that the afterlife belief weakened conditions actually become a mild form

of strengthened conditions, probably resulting from participants’ reactance. Therefore

study 3 drops the two weakened conditions for the experiment, making the experiment a

2x2 design.

METHOD
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New Manipulation of Mortality Salience

On examining participants’ written answers to the two open-ended questions, I find

there are two possible problems with the operation of mortality salience. First, many

invoked their religions and the prospect of an afterlife to cope with anxiety. It is likely

that such coping pacifies mortality anxiety, therefore, it renders self-esteem striving

unnecessary. Second, this operation may not be sufficiently powerful for many of the

young participants. This suspicion comes from the observation that many answers are

short and cliché-like.

The new operation of mortality salience seeks to improve on these two aspects. First, it

attempt to bypass religious coping. To achieve this, mortality is made salient in the

context of evaluating industrial offers. Explicit questions on thoughts about death are

avoided. Participants are told that a funeral service company is investigating young

people’s preferences for gravestones and funeral arrangements. They look at a picture of

real gravestone, rank three gravestones of slightly different designs, feel and choose

between two types of granite as preferred gravestone material, and rank four funeral

arrangements.

Second, to maximize the desired impact on young respondents, study 3 tries to make

the operation personally relevant to the participants. Participants read a passage on the

vulnerability of young people. “My name here” and a hypothetical birth and death year

(i.e., 1986-2012) appear on all the gravestones presented in pictures. The four funeral

plans center on various methods of body disposal. To ensure certain level of involvement,
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study 3 asks participants to briefly write about why they do not like their last choice, after

they rank the four funeral plans.

Participants in the control conditions are asked to evaluate different designs of student

name plates. Questions parallel those in the mortality salience conditions.

Dependent Measures

Creative Interest

Study 3 employs more dependent measures and these measures tap consumer creative

interest from the following three angles. In each measure, a creative option is put side by

side with a non-creative option.

Make-or-Buy. Five pairs of options were written, all of which juxtapose making

something on one’s own with buying from a store. The contexts are “for something that

could be displayed in my front yard or back yard,” “for something that could be displayed

in my house,” “for a gift for my family members,” “for a gift for my romantic partner,”

and “take pictures myself” versus “buy pictures from store” at a scenic place. These

contexts are chosen because they apply to the respondents’ demographics. They are

written in a nonspecific manner (e.g., “something” and “a gift” don’t specify) so that

more respondents can relate.

Maintain-or-Create. Four pairs of options seek to gauge the inclinations between

structured and creative activity. The options are “Put in/arrange new plants in yard”

versus “Weed the yard,” “Write fiction” versus “Report news,” “Play

Charades/Guesstures” versus “Play cards” with kids, and “Do craft/art projects” versus

“Play board games” with kids. For each pair of options, the physical activity levels are
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very similar between the two options. For the last three pairs of options, the amount of

mental stimulation is apparently equal between the two options.

Self-or-Others. Seven pairs of options tap the inclinations between expressing one’s

own creativity and appreciating others’ creativity. These options are “Write my own

Blog” versus “Browse others’ Blog,” “Make own music” versus “Listen to music,”

“Make art” versus “Look at artwork,” “Write a story” versus “Read a story,” “Make a

movie/video clip” versus “Watch a movie,” “See a play” versus “Act in a play,” and

“Write story or poem” versus “Read fiction or history.” For the pair “Write story or

poem” and “Read fiction or history,” two drawings are provided. Both portray a person

comfortably lying down with the head resting on a pillow. In one picture, the person

holds a notebook and writes on it. In the other, the person holds and read a book. The

activities depicted in these two pictures seem largely the same, suggesting to the readers

similar levels of physical stimulation. The purpose here is to reduce the confounding with

different levels of physical stimulation entailed in these two activities. The two persons in

the pictures are drawn in an abstract way so that no demographic information is

conveyed. The vagueness avoids potential confounds and it may also facilitate

respondents’ imagining themselves in the pictures.

Apart from the above three sets of questions, another question asks respondents to

imagine themselves in two drawings. One depicts a person sitting in a chair watching TV.

The other portrays a person sitting in a chair in front of a table, making something

nonspecific. Captions “Watching TV” and “Making/building something” are below the

pictures. Again, the two persons in the pictures are drawn in an abstract way.
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Pictorial measures have been sporadically used in theoretical research (e.g., Russell et

al. 1989; Aron et al. 1992; Schubert and Otten 2002). Aron et al. (1992) concluded that

their single-item pictorial measure of “Inclusion of Other in the Self” is both empirically

and conceptually different from verbal measures. Compared to some verbal measures,

their pictorial measure has a lower correlation with the social desirability measures, and it

is a better predictor of behavior outcomes such as relationship maintenance and distress.

The authors thus speculate that pictorial measures may bypass verbally encoded schemata

and instead call forth a more deeply structured sense of self–other union.

Compared to words, concrete pictures may be more adept at capturing outcomes of an

unconscious process (Epstein and Pacini 1999). Requiring little deliberation, pictorial

stimuli evoke the affective associations of the depicted activities. They appeal to

respondents at a more affective level. Thus, choosing between pictures, compared to

choosing between verbal descriptors, may better gauge affective reactions produced by

unconscious process which people can not articulate.

Each of the above measures is imbedded in a certain context. Also included is a

context-free measure of creative urge. Respondents are asked to choose “Just relax”

versus “Do something creative.”

All above measures are 8 point scales anchored by two descriptors. Respondents are

asked to put a check in one of the 8 blanks to indicate their preferences. Because some

choices are confounded by different levels of perceived self-efficacy (for example,

everyone can buy a gift but only some feel confident to make a gift), respondents are
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instructed to imagine they had the necessary talent, skill, tools, and financial resources to

do all the activities well. This is hoped to reduce the confound.

Quality of Creative Outcome

Besides the urge and interest to be creative, the actual quality of creative outcome is

also assessed. Respondents are asked to list briefly the uses they can think of for a tin

can. The coding scheme is included in the appendix. Although the number of ideas is

taken into consideration (Torrance 1962), appropriateness and rareness of the responses

are valued more in scoring (Jackson and Messick 1965; Sobel and Rothenberg 1980;

Amabile 1996). Generating a great number of ideas yet with insufficient originality does

not count much. For example, if the responses are “holding pens,” “holding coins,”

“holding paper clips,” and “storing sugar,” according to the coding scheme, only 1.5

points are scored.

Durability Focus

To get better reliability, multiple measures are employed to tap how much one values

durability in creative activities.

First, two sets of options are used. They are “Sing casually” versus “Record my own

singing,” and “Casual doodle” versus “Draw something to save.”

Besides, a scenario is written to explore the value placed on durability. It states that the

student union plans to provide free workshop on sculpting. Respondents are asked about

their preferences for three pairs of sculpting material. In each pair of materials, one is

more durable than the other. Ceramic clay is more durable than soap; wood is more

durable than wax; and metal is more durable than plaster. Considering durability may be
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confounded by the difficulty in sculpting, the scenario goes to great lengths to assure the

readers that all materials are equally easy for sculpting, owing to advanced tools

provided.

Also included is a context-free measure of durability focus. Respondents indicate their

inclination between “Just relax. Live the moment” and “Do something that I (and others)

can see later.”

All above measures are 8 point scales anchored by two descriptors.

Points Allocation among the Three Types of Activities

Similar to study 2, respondents are asked to allocate 100 points among three types of

activities: nondurable creative, durable creative, and non-creative. This simultaneously

measures creative interest and durability focus. The modifications are described as

follows.

One shortcoming of the 3 column measure in study 2 is that a respondent may have

chosen an activity from a column based on reasons irrelevant to the research purpose.

Filtered by a pre-test, activities presented in study 2 are respondent-defined only at the

collective level. At the individual level, there is noise. For example, the researcher

intends “cooking/baking” to be selected because it lends itself to creative expressions;

however, respondents may have chosen it primarily based on its functional value in

sustaining life. Similarly, respondents may have chosen “Decorating room/house” and

“taking pictures” primarily out of their value in connecting to others rather than the value

in expressing an individual’s creativity.
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To ensure that an activity is selected for the relevant characteristics, this measure

should shift from researcher-imposed to respondent-defined. For each of the three

categories of activities, respondents are instructed to select one activity from a list

according to a set of criteria specified. For the non-durable creative activities, the criteria

are 1) You feel it shows your creativity; 2) An important reason you do it is the fun you

get out of it; and 3) It does not leave a material product, or you do not try to keep the

material product of that activity. The listed activities to choose from are casual singing,

casual dancing, Karaoke, doodling then throwing away, building a sand figure/castle on

the beach, and building a snow man. For the durable creative activities, the criteria are 1)

You feel it shows your creativity; 2) An important reason you engage in it is the fun you

get out of it; and 3) Usually you like to keep the material product of that activity. The

activities to choose from are carving something out of wood, building airplane/ship

models, building some objects for display, painting, recording own music, graphic

design, artistic photography, making short movies, writing stories or poems, sculpting,

scrap-booking, sewing, beading, knitting, and other types of crafting. For the non-creative

category, the criteria are 1) You do it not out of immediate financial/health benefit (so

exclude things that enhance career/money); 2) You do it not out of functional necessity;

and 3) You do not feel creative when doing it. The given list of activities are watching

TV/movie, surfing internet randomly as leisure, browsing entertainment type magazine

(e.g., People), reading fiction, playing poker, and window shopping for relaxation.

Special attention is paid to minimize the possibility that these activities constitute an

important self-esteem source.
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After allocating 100 points among the three selected activities, respondents report how

much they value quality/skill for each of the three activities. The scales used are the same

as in study 2.

Although this modified measure is better aligned with respondents’ perception, it also

produces two potential problems. First, the complicated instructions may be taxing to the

respondents to follow. Second, specifying the selection criteria exposes the theoretical

dimensions underlying the activities, which may invite social desirability bias and

demand characteristics.

Abstract Self-Esteem Striving

Based on better face validity, three of the five items used in study 2 are used to assess

the nonspecific self-esteem striving. They are “I like to take actions that will enhance my

sense of identity,” “I want to do something to prove my self-worth,” and “On the whole, I

am satisfied with myself.”

Covariates and Other Measures

Most of the measures as potential covariates or blocking variables are the same as in

study 2. A major addition is the measure of value placed on being creative. The two

earlier studies assume that being creative is an important self-esteem source for U.S.

college students. However, this assumption has not really been checked. With the

addition of these measures, it is hoped that a boundary condition for the effect of

mortality salience would emerge. Indeed, much of the mortality salience effect in TMT

literature is found only among people who value certain cultural standards. For instance,
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mortality salience leads to risky driving only for those who see driving as important to

self-esteem (Taubman Ben-Ari et al. 1999).

Value Placed on Being Creative

There are four (sets of) measures of how much one values being creative. Self-reported

value placed on being creative relative to other pervasive self-esteem sources tries to

gauge creative value while bypassing social desirability bias. The other three measures

are less direct, yet I believe they still add to the validity of measurement. Self-reported

creative behavior tendency is measured, because behavior tendency is partly driven by

one’s creative value. Need for closure is included because it is often a characteristic of

the less creatively motivated. Actual performance at a creative task is evaluated because

it is partly driven by how much one values creativity.

The four (sets of) measures are illustrated as follows:

1) The extent to which being creative is a source of self-esteem for the respondents.

Respondents are explicitly asked what constitutes their self-esteem. They are requested to

allocate 100 points among three traits: “Being appropriate and mannerly, especially in

formal settings,” “Being creative” and “Knowing lots of facts/rules about how things

usually operate in society or a certain domain,” according to how important each trait is

for them to feel good about themselves. The more important a trait, the more points it

receives. Respondents are instructed to use a calculator if necessary.

This relative measure attempts to bypass social desirability bias that often haunts

absolute measures. If an absolute measure is used, for instance, by asking respondents

how much they value being creative on a 7 point rating scale, it is very likely that the
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mean score is very high and the variance very small. Forcing respondents to trade off

among three traits that appear to be equally socially desirable, on the other hand, has a

better chance of eliciting honest responses.

Meanwhile, the other two competing traits selected should be at odds with the creative

trait, at least to some extent. It would even be better if people are unaware of this

negative relation, so as to minimize self-presentation bias.

Literature on creative personality has identified traits that are negatively correlated

with being creative: being cautious, formal, mannerly, pro-normative, conventional,

having a preference for routine, interest in work stressing details and record keeping or

the enforcement of social norms, among others (Gough 1979; 1992). Although these

traits and preferences are only slightly or moderately correlated with being creative, it is

still helpful to separate the more creatively inclined from the others. The two competing

traits used in this measure are written to illustrate the rule-following pro-normative

orientation.

2) Respondents were asked, in their leisure time, do they prefer to “Just relax” or “Do

something creative” on a 6 point scale. They were also asked to endorse on a 5 point

scale the statement “I want to engage in more creative activities in the future.” These two

items assess the behavioral aspect of how much they value being creative.

3) Need for closure (Webster and Kruglanski 1994). Need for closure is defined as a

desire for definite knowledge on some issue and the eschewal of confusion and

ambiguity. As both a dispositional construct and a situationally evoked state, need for

closure is manifested through desire for predictability, preference for order and structure,
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discomfort with ambiguity, decisiveness, and close-mindedness. This epistemic

motivation runs counter to the creative motivation which in essence is to deviate from

convention. It has been found that individuals high in dispositional need for closure

perform less creatively during group interaction (Chirumbolo et al. 2004), and that they

generate fewer creative advertising slogans (Chirumbolo et al. 2005). Chirumbolo et al.

(2004) also found that experimentally heightened need for closure reduces creative acts

during group discussion. This evidence indicates that low need for closure is a

characteristic of the creatively motivated. Therefore need for closure is included as a

measure of how much an individual values being creative.

Three items from the Need For Closure Scale were used: “Even after I have made up

my mind about something, I am always eager to consider a different opinion,” “I enjoy

the uncertainty of going into a new situation without knowing what might happen,” and

“I usually make important decisions quickly and confidently”(reversely scored).

4) Respondents were asked how many uses they could think of for a cardboard

shoebox. They were requested to briefly list the uses. A coding scheme is included in the

appendix. Just as in the coding of the tin can question, number, appropriateness and

rareness of the uses were all evaluated when scoring. While the other measures primarily

gauge the motivation and disposition to be creative, this measure, aside from assessing

the motivation to be creative, also taps the quality of creative acts.

Self-Efficacy and Self-Esteem Source for Selected Creation-Oriented Consumption

Study 2 shows that reported interest level in selected durable creative activity

(creation-oriented consumption) is positively related with self-efficacy in that domain.
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Respondents were given the defining criteria (same as used later in the 3 column

dependent measure) of durable creative and were asked to select one out of a list of

activities. Then they endorsed on a 5 point scale the statements “For the activity I just

picked, I feel I am good at it” and “When I engage in the activity I just picked, I am

confident that I will be pleased with the result.”

Also relevant in explaining interest in selected durable creative activities is the extent

to which one obtains self-esteem from it. On a 5 point scale, respondents endorsed the

statement “For the activity I just picked, I feel good about myself when engaging in this

activity.”

Value Placed on Durability in Creativity

On 6 point scales, respondents chose between “To live the moment” versus “To leave a

tangible mark on the world” and “To experience/enjoy now” versus “To be remembered

by the world.”

Some measures used in earlier studies were retained. They are self-esteem, chronic

afterlife belief strength, neuroticism, mainstream creativity, escape tendency and

sensation seeking. A tentative locus of control measure was added. Two items are from

Rotter’s (1966) “Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that happen

to me,” “I believe that chance or luck plays an important role in my life.” Two items were

written expressly for this study: “Due to various restraints, one actually does not have

much control over what he/she can become,” “Extremely adverse situations, such as

serious disease, deter the development of a positive identity.”

Manipulation Checks
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Respondents endorsed the statement “There is scientific evidence supporting existence

of an afterlife” on a 7 point scale anchored by “strongly disagree” and “strongly agree.”

Respondents answered “To what extent have you been thinking about death during the

last 30 minutes?” on a 7 point scale anchored by “Not at all” and “a lot.”

Procedure

Recruited from two introductory marketing courses, 123 undergraduates with business

majors and 52 undergraduates with non-business majors participated in study 3 for course

credit. The procedure is very similar with study 2. It constitutes two parts: the online

survey and the laboratory part. All potential covariates and blocking variables are

measured in the online survey. When respondents came to the laboratory for the paper-

and-pencil questionnaire, they started with the afterlife belief manipulation. The delay

task after mortality salience manipulation was changed. The search puzzle with 35 words

used in earlier studies created a big variance in performances, ranging from 4 to 35

identified words. It is very likely this variance might have introduced a new source of

noise into the experiment, for example, feelings of frustration or pride. To reduce the

variance, a part of the original search puzzle was used, with 8 hidden words. Respondents

were instructed to spend no more than 3 minutes on it. To make up for the shortened

time, 6 questions on personal biological rhythm, titled “morningness and eveningness,”

were given prior to the word search puzzle.

RESULTS

Manipulation Checks
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Manipulation check indicates that mortality salience is effectively manipulated (M ms

= 3.34, M control = 2.10, p<0.001). Somewhat unexpectedly, strengthening afterlife

belief makes mortality salient too (M strengthen = 3.07, M control = 2.37, p = 0.009),

probably because the article revolves around “near-death-experience.”

As expected, afterlife belief strength manipulation produces greater endorsement of the

statement “There is scientific evidence supporting existence of an afterlife” (M

strengthen = 4.56, M control = 3.59, p<0.001).

Randomization Checks

Along some important dimensions, participants were not randomized across the two

levels of mortality salience. Participants assigned in mortality salience reported a lower

need for closure (M ms = 2.93, M control = 3.12, p = 0.05), produced fewer creative uses

for a shoebox (M ms = 2.08, M control = 2.39, p = 0.08) though this difference is

marginally significant, and scored lower on the composite creativity index (M ms = -0.08,

M control = 0.09, p = 0.045). In short, the less creative participants were assigned to the

mortality salience condition.

This problem is solved when the dichotomized creative index is included in the

analysis. When the comparison is limited to either level of the dichotomized creative

index, mortality salience equals control conditions along relevant dimensions.

The random assignment to the two afterlife belief conditions is not well achieved.

Participants in the strengthened condition have a stronger chronic belief in afterlife (M

strengthen = 3.97, M control = 3.58, p = 0.015), greater internal locus of control (M

strengthen = 3.50, M control = 3.27, p = 0.047), and a lower escape tendency (M
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strengthen = 2.53, M control = 2.81, p = 0.053). These variables are correlated.

Specifically, afterlife belief is positively related with self-esteem(r = 0.18, p = 0.018) and

with internal locus of control (r = 0.18, p = 0.02). Self-esteem is related with internal

locus of control (r = 0.27, p<0.001) and escape tendency (r = -0.24, p = 0.001). Escape

tendency and internal locus of control are negatively related (r = -0.29, p<0.001).

For the selected durable creative activity, those assigned in the strengthened condition

felt lower self-efficacy (M strengthen = 4.11, M control = 4.34, p = 0.049), and saw the

selected activity as less important as a self-esteem source (M strengthen = 4.39, M

control = 4.66, p = 0.023). Self-efficacy and the extent to which the activity is a source of

self-esteem are positively related (r = 0.57, p<0.001).

In short, participants assigned to the strengthened condition were stronger believers

with greater internal locus of control, but did not treat seriously the chosen durable

creative activity.

This lack of randomization is not improved much when including the dichotomized

chronic afterlife belief in analysis. For those high in chronic afterlife belief, the

strengthened condition is assigned with participants with stronger afterlife belief, greater

internal locus of control, and less escape tendency. For those low in chronic afterlife

belief, the strengthened condition gets participants with lower self-efficacy in the selected

durable creative activity, and these participants obtain less self-esteem through the

selected activity.

A discouraging fact is: the individual difference variables along which randomization

fails do correlate with some dependent variables. For example, the creative index is
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related with chronic afterlife belief (r = 0.247, p = 0.001), internal locus of control (r =

0.23, p = 0.002), and self-esteem (r = 0.15, p = 0.055). The number of points allocated to

durable creative activities is related with self-efficacy (r = 0.15, p = 0.057). Lack of

randomization combined with relevance of those variables means that these variables

should be included as covariates. However, this does not totally settle the issue. Since

dichotomized chronic afterlife belief is already used as an independent variable, it cannot

be included again in the analysis as a covariate. Randomization failure may render

examination of manipulated afterlife belief’s effect impossible.

Creative Interest Factor Score as the Dependent Variable

As described in the beginning of the current chapter, study 3 aims to investigate the

general creative interest as affected by mortality salience and afterlife belief. Twenty-

seven measures are written to tap creative interest. Since no pretest of these measures is

conducted, it is not certain whether, and to what extent these items actually measure

creative interest. For this reason, an exploratory factor analysis is conducted for the 27

measures. Based on the factor that looks most likely to be creative interest, a factor score

is computed for each participant. This score is then used as the dependent variable in

analyses. The procedure is described in more detail as follows.

With the principal component method and no rotation, 10 factors are extracted from

the 27 measures of creative interest. Various rotation methods provided by SPSS are

tried, but it is with no rotation that the factor analysis generates the most interpretable

structure. The first 4 factors are listed as below.
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Twenty of the 27 measures demonstrate higher than 0.3 loadings on the first factor (see

table 6.1). It seems this factor can be labeled as “creative.” Taking pictures in a scenic

place does not load on this factor, probably because taking picture usually is considered a

mere recording of environment, without much cognitive investment. Unexpectedly, the

number of points allocated to the nondurable creative column has quite a low loading.

Probably participants see this category of activities as more recreational than creative.

When the creative index (as explained later in this chapter) is included in the factor

analysis, the loading is as high as 0.60, which gives further support for labeling it as

creative.

The first factor has eigenvalue of 4.65 and it explains 17.2% of the variance. The

second factor’s eigenvalue is 2.19 and explains 8.1% of the variance. Factors other than

the first one are difficult to label.

For each participant, a factor score on “creative” is computed, which will be used as

the dependent variable in analysis.

Creativity Index

As described earlier, how much one values being creative is measured through 1) How

important being creative is to one’s self-esteem; 2) number of uses for shoebox; 3) need

for closure; and 4) the two semantic differential items about intention for creative

activities in leisure time.

An exploratory factor analysis of all above measures is conducted. With no rotation,

two factors are extracted with the principal component method, as shown in table 6.1.

The first factor can be roughly labeled as the motivation to be creative. All items load on
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this factor, including the shoebox item. The shoebox item’s loading on creative

motivation is evidence that the motivation to be creative plays a role in determining the

quality of creative outcome. Note that the reversed need for closure loads on creative

motivation. This gives support to the view that need for closure runs counter to the

creative motivation, as discussed briefly in the method part of study 3.

The second factor can be labeled as the skill/quality of being creative. Notice that the

shoebox item loads the highest on this factor (i.e., 0.795).

Because all measures have moderate to high loadings on creative motivation, it is

proper to use the composite to represent how much one values being creative. Z scores of

all measures are computed, with that of need for closure reversed. The average of all Z

scores is used as the composite measure. A higher score means greater value placed on

creativity. This score is later dichotomized when included in a series of ANCOVAs.

When the Dependent Variable is the Factor Score of Creative Interest

ANCOVA is conducted. The four independent variables are: Dichotomized chronic

afterlife belief strength, dichotomized creative index, mortality salience, and manipulated

afterlife belief strength. The two dichotomized variables are not correlated. The two

covariates are gender and self-esteem. The whole model is significant (p<0.001) with

25.8% R2 and 17% adjusted R2.

Mortality salience drives down the interest in being creative (M ms = -0.121, M control

= 0.154, one tail p = 0.035). The interaction between mortality salience and dichotomized

creative index is significant (p = 0.024). For the less creatively motivated, mortality

salience reduces interest in creativity (M ms = -0.606, M control = 0.013, p = 0.004). For
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the more creatively motivated, mortality salience has no effect (M ms = 0.364, M control

= 0.295, p = 0.75).

The other significant effects are creative index (M hi = 0.33, M low = -0.3, p<0.001).

Gender is a significant covariate (p = 0.02). Females are more interested in creative

activities. Manipulated afterlife belief has neither a main effect (M strengthen = 0.11, M

control = -0.08, p = 0.22) nor an interaction effect with mortality salience (p = 0.58).

Using allocated points to durable creativity as the dependent variable, study 2 finds

that when afterlife belief is not experimentally boosted, a 2-way interaction exists

between mortality salience and chronic belief. This finding is not replicated in study 3

when the factor score of creative interest is treated as the dependent variable. However,

the pattern of data is similar, as shown in figure 6.1. That is, for chronic low believers,

the mortality salience condition has greater means than the control, though the difference

is not significant; for chronic strong believers, mortality salience seems to dampen

creative interest (one tail p = 0.06).

Mood effect could be an alternative mechanism. Yet the main effect of mortality

salience and its interaction with the creative index can not be explained with negative

affect. Mortality salience does not affect negative affect (p = 0.942). Its interaction with

the creative index is also non-significant (p = 0.364).

Mortality salience does not affect positive affect, either (p = 0.76). However, its

interaction with creative index is significant (p = 0.032). For the less creatively

motivated, mortality salience reduces the positive affect (M ms = 26.8, M control = 29.8,

one tail p = 0.04). For the more creatively motivated, mortality salience has no impact on
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positive affect (M ms = 30.1, M control = 27.8, p = 0.21). For the less creatively

motivated, does positive affect mediate the effect of mortality salience on interest in

creativity? Sobel’s test indicates that the mediation is non-significant (Sobel statistics = -

0.53, p = 0.59). Only 4.4% of the total effect from mortality salience to interest in

creativity is mediated through positive affect.

I try to find a way to improve the results. For example, would the results show a

different pattern if the dichotomized creative index is modified? When the creative index

is broken down into three levels and only the two extreme levels are selected, the pattern

shows no significant changes. When the dichotomized creative index is replaced by

dichotomized need for closure, the pattern of results is not improved.

What about using the dichotomized neuroticism to replace the dichotomized creative

value? These two measures are negatively related (r = -0.20, p = 0.009). The creative

factor score is used as the dependent variable, and the creative index is added to the

covariates. Mortality salience marginally reduces creative interest (M ms = -0.099, M

control = 0.118, one tail p = 0.056). MS is moderated by dichotomized neuroticism (p =

0.02). For those high in neuroticism, mortality salience dramatically reduces creative

interest (M ms = -0.21, M control = 0.33, p = 0.006). For those low in neuroticism, there

is no difference (M ms = 0.01, M control = - 0.09, p = 0.62). A higher level of

neuroticism has been found to intensify the MS effect (Goldenberg et al. 1999; also in

Study 1); however, the MS effect found here is the opposite of what was expected.

Separate Analyses of Creative Interest
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After using creative interest as the dependent variable, the individual measures from

which the creative interest factor score is extracted are used as dependent variable in a

series of ANCOVAs.

Tin Can. Participants were asked to list uses they could think of for a tin can. Number,

originality and appropriateness were all taken into consideration when scoring the

responses. Mortality salience only marginally reduces the number of creative responses

(M ms = 2.57, M control = 2.90, one tail p = 0.07). Its interaction with the creative index

is non-significant (p = 0.74). Its effect at a low level of the creative index is non-

significant. Unexpectedly, at a high level of creative index, mortality salience reduces the

number of creative responses (M ms = 3.02, M control = 2.76, p = 0.036). Mortality

salience’s interaction with manipulated afterlife belief is significant (p = 0.009). When

afterlife belief is strengthened, mortality salience’s detrimental effect on creative

responses is of impressive magnitude (M ms = 2.36, M control = 3.29, p = 0.004). When

afterlife belief is controlled, mortality salience has no effect (M ms = 2.77, M control =

2.50, p = 0.39). This contradicts the hypothesized effect: strengthened afterlife belief

seems to aggravate mortality salience’s effect, rather than pacifying it. When the

covariates locus of control and escape tendency are included, this interaction pattern

remains.

TV-Making. Participants were asked their preference between watching TV versus

making something. With the same ANCOVA model, mortality salience shows both main

effect (M ms = 4.94, M control = 5.54, one tail p = 0.041) and interaction effect with

creative value (p = 0.045). For those low on creative value, mortality salience attracts
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people to watching TV, as opposed to building/making something (M ms = 5.39, M

control = 4.11, p = 0.008). For those high on creative value, mortality salience has no

effect (M ms = 5.77, M control = 5.68, p = 0.85).

Mortality salience’s main effect is not mediated by positive affect (p = 0.33) or

negative affect (p = 0.91). The simple effect for those low on creative value is not

mediated by positive affect (p = 0.66) or negative affect (p = 0.36).

Self-Others. Participants were asked about their preference between appreciating

others’ creative work versus creating their own work. The same ANCOVA model was

used. Under mortality salience, people move from creating their own work to

appreciating others’ creative work (M ms = 3.58, M control = 3.98, one tail p = 0.035).

The Sobel test shows that this effect is not mediated through negative affect (p = 0.21)

or positive affect (p = 0.27).

Although creative value does not moderate mortality salience’s effect (p = 0.29), it

might be helpful to check the pattern of simple effect. For those low on creative value,

mortality salience drives down the interest in creating one’s own work (M ms = 3.19, M

control = 3.83, p = 0.04). For those high on creative value, mortality salience has no

effect (M ms = 3.96, M control = 4.12, p = 0.6).

Nonspecific Creative Inclination. Participants are asked about their inclination toward

doing something creative as opposed to just relaxing as a way to spend leisure time. With

the same ANCOVA model, mortality has no main effect (p = 0.92). However, it is

moderated by creative value (p = 0.039). For those with low creative value, mortality

salience pushes them away from creative intention, though this effect is only marginally
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significant (M ms = 3.34, M control = 4.04, one tail p = 0.06). For those with high

creative value, mortality salience seem to pull them toward creative intention, though the

effect is marginally significant (M ms = 5.42, M control = 4.78, one tail p = 0.08).

Because this dependent variable is based on a single item, the standard errors are greater

than those of other dependent variables. Although the differences between cell means

look promising, the tests do not reach significance level. In future research, more items

should be used in order to reduce standard errors.

Make-or-Buy. Participants indicate their preference toward making certain things

themselves versus buying from stores. Because the exploratory factor analysis shows that

the item “taking pictures” does not load on creative motivation, this item is excluded. An

average of 4 responses is used as the dependent variable. A higher score indicates greater

interest in making the items by oneself.

The same ANCOVA model is applied. Although mortality salience has no main effect

(p = 0.83), its interaction with the dichotomized creative index is significant (p = 0.033).

For those low on creativity value, mortality salience drives people to purchase as opposed

to making by oneself (M ms = 3.43, M control = 4.06, one tail p = 0.04). For those who

are more creatively motivated, mortality salience seems to generate more interest in

making something by oneself. However, this effect is only marginally significant (M ms

= 4.74, M control = 4.23, one tail p = 0.088).

The Sobel test shows that mortality salience’s effect for those low on creative value is

not mediated by negative or positive affect.
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Maintain-or-Create. Participants indicated their preference toward doing some creative

activities as opposed to doing some non-creative things such as routine maintenance

work. Mortality salience has no effect (p = 0.40), though its direction is consistent with

what has been found in other analyses (M ms = 4.89, M control = 5.04). Dichotomized

creative index’s moderating role is non-significant (p = 0.60). Mortality salience has no

significant simple effect at either level of creative value.

Nondurable and Durable Creativity Combined. Whether durable or nondurable, these

activities both represent creative interest. The sum of points allocated to these two types

of activities is used as the dependent variable. Covariates are gender, self-esteem, self-

efficacy in the selected durable creative activity, and the extent to which that activity is a

self-esteem source. Under mortality salience, participants allocate fewer points to the two

creative categories combined. In other words, they become more attracted to the non-

creative category. This effect is marginally significant (M ms = 63.2, M control = 67.7,

one tail p = 0.06). The dichotomized creative index does not moderate this effect (p =

0.55). For the less creatively motivated, mortality salience marginally reduces creative

interest (M ms = 57.67, M control = 63.82, one tail p = 0.06). For those who place more

value on creativity, mortality salience has no effect at all (M ms = 68.79, M control =

71.55, p = 0.50).

The marginal main effect of mortality salience is not mediated by mood effect.

Durable Creativity. Demanding more involvement, durable creativity seems to be a

better exemplar of creative interest compared to non-durable creativity. It seems to have

higher loading on the creative interest factor (i.e., 0.406 vs. 0.182). It also seems to have
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a higher correlation with the creative index (r = 0.26, p = 0.001) than non-durable

creativity (r = 0.20, p = 0.009). Therefore points allocated to durable creative activity

along are used as the dependent variable, to see if results are improved. Apart from

gender and self-esteem, two more covariates are added separate from self-esteem and

gender: self-efficacy in the selected durable creative activity, and the extent to which that

activity is a self-esteem source.

Results are not improved. Mortality salience still has a marginal effect (M ms = 31.2,

M control = 34.4, one tail p = 0.098). Although its interaction with the dichotomized

creative index is not significant (p = 0.26), mortality salience does reach significance for

those with low creative motivation (M ms = 27.0, M control = 33.0, one tail p = 0.04).

Using points allocated to durable creativity as DV, study 2 finds a significant

interaction between dichotomized chronic belief, mortality salience, and afterlife belief

manipulation. Study 2 also finds that when afterlife belief is not experimentally boosted,

a 2-way interaction exists between mortality salience and chronic belief. These findings

are not replicated in study 3. Neither of the two interactions is significant.

MANCOVA

MANCOVA analyzes all measures of creative interest, namely, tin can, TV-making,

self-others, nonspecific creative inclination, make-or-buy (without the picture item),

maintain-or-create, and the total points allocated to the two creative categories.

Differences in scales do not pose as a problem. The four independent variables and two

covariates remain in the model.
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Judged from Hotelling’s Trace, mortality salience has no main effect (p = 0.28). For

each of the 7 dependent variables, mortality salience condition shows a smaller adjusted

mean than the control. Mortality salience’s interaction with the dichotomized creative

index is non-significant (p = 0.19). However, for those who score low on the creative

index, mortality salience dampens their creative interest (one tail p = 0.053). It means

mortality does reduce creative interest for those with low creative value.

Manipulated afterlife belief has neither a main effect (0.33) nor a moderating effect

toward creative interest (0.20). For five of the seven dependent measures, strengthened

belief conditions have a larger adjusted means, but the differences are far from

significance level.

Abstract Self-Esteem Striving

Because what is examined here is nonspecific self-esteem, any specific self-esteem

domain becomes irrelevant. Therefore the dichotomized creative index is excluded from

the independent variables set. Meanwhile, the continuous creative index is included as an

additional covariate, to somewhat repair insufficient randomization. Under mortality

salience, participants demonstrate a stronger tendency to bolster their self-esteem, though

this effect is subtle and only marginally significant (M ms = 5.80, M control = 5.63, one

tail p = 0.055). Subsequent to study 2, this is a second time to find such effect. These

findings yield support to the central tenet of terror management theory that mortality

salience induces self-esteem enhancement.

It is anticipated that strengthened afterlife belief would nullify mortality salience’s

effect. However, manipulated afterlife belief has no moderating effect (p = 0.22).
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Durability in Creativity

There are multiple measures of durability focus in creativity. ANCOVA is done on

each measure, but the analyses indicate that there is no consistent pattern of results. To

prevent an inflated family-wise type I error, MANCOVA is conducted. Three dependent

variables are: the sing/doodle set, the sculpting material set, and the portion of durable

creative activities among 2 creative categories. For each of these measures, whatever a

participant chooses (or allocates more points) is creative. It is durability of the creative

outcome that varies. Thus this set of measures primarily taps durability, while not

confounded by creative interest.

To obtain evidence for this notion, an exploratory factor analysis is run. The individual

difference variable, “Value placed on durability,” is included as an anchor in interpreting.

With principal component method and no rotation, one factor is extracted (see table 6.3).

“Value placed on durability” loads high on this factor, so it seems appropriate to label

this factor “interest in durability.” All three dependent variables load on this factor.

The four independent variables stay the same. Apart from gender and self-esteem, two

additional covariates are included to alleviate the problem caused by lack of

randomization. They are locus of control and escape tendency.

Judged from Hotelling’s Trace, there are two significant effects: manipulated afterlife

belief has the main effect (one tail p = 0.046), and it is moderated by the dichotomized

creative index (p = 0.025). MANCOVA locates these effects to the “sing/doodle”

dependent variable. Subsequently, an ANCOVA is conducted on this dependent variable.

Strengthened afterlife belief drives participants toward activities with durable traces. That
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is, they become more inclined to recording their singing and drawing to save (M

strengthen = 4.92, M control = 4.25, p = 0.048). This effect is moderated by the

dichotomized creative index (p = 0.006). For people high on creative value, strengthened

belief leads to more interest in durability (M strengthen = 5.49, M control = 3.89, p =

0.001). This effect does not exist for those low on creative value (M strengthened = 4.35,

M control = 4.61, p = 0.58).

It is expected to see strengthened belief ameliorates need for durability, yet the

direction of this main effect is the opposite. Do the sing/doodle items really measure

durability, or is there some other construct underneath? Sing/doodle correlates with the

creative index (r = 0.15, one tail p = 0.026). It loads high on the creative factor in

exploratory factor analysis. The more durable activities may be seen as more creative.

Casually singing and doodling may be used only as mindless relaxation, while recording

and drawing to save demand an investment of creativity.

If there is a marked “creativity” dimension underlying sing/doodle measures, one

would anticipate mortality salience’s inhibiting effect. Mortality salience does inhibit

recording singing and drawing to save, though this effect is only marginally significant

(M ms = 4.32, M control = 4.84, one tail p = 0.061). Its interaction with the dichotomized

creative index (p = 0.054) shows a familiar pattern: mortality salience has an inhibiting

effect for those low on creative value (M ms = 3.89, M control = 5.06, p = 0.01), but not

for those high on creative value (M ms = 4.76, M control = 4.62, p = 0.78).

If we tentatively assume that the “creativity” dimension drives the observed effect of

manipulated afterlife belief, why would strengthened afterlife belief elevate interest in
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being creative? Mood effect appears to be an explanation. However, this is ruled out with

Sobel tests.

Sculpting Material Durability. Choices between the more durable and the less durable

sculpting material indicate how much durability is valued. Manipulated afterlife belief

has no main effect (M strengthen = 5.75, M control = 5.94, p = 0.37). For those low on

creative value, strengthened afterlife belief reduces need for more durable materials (M

strengthen = 5.46, M control = 5.98, one tail p = 0.04). However, the dichotomized

creative index’s moderating role is not significant (p = 0.12).

Column Durability. This is the proportion of points allocated to durable creativity

among two types of creativity combined. Manipulated afterlife belief has no main effect

(M strengthen = 0.49, M control = 0.50, p = 0.79), nor is it moderated by any variable.

Nonspecific Durability Inclination. The nonspecific durability inclination is used as the

dependent variable. Participants indicate their preference between doing something that

leaves a mark versus leaving the moment. The durability focus measured prior to

manipulation is included as an additional covariate. Because these two measures are not

exactly the same, a gap variable would be inappropriate. Manipulated afterlife belief has

no main effect (M strengthen = 4.12, M control = 3.78, p = 0.28). It is not moderated by

the dichotomized creative index. Absence of effect may be caused by the problem of the

measure. As shown in exploratory factor analysis, the nonspecific durability inclination

also loads on the “creative” factor. The confounding of creativity and durability in the

dependent measure may cancel out the impact of afterlife belief.

Quality Focus in Creativity
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For durable creativity, mortality salience is not conducive toward interest in skill

improvement (M control = 4.89, M ms = 4.71, p = 0.21). Nor does mortality salience

contribute to improving nondurable creative skills (p = 0.71).

DISCUSSION

Mortality Salience

Quite consistently, study 3 finds mortality salience’s inhibiting effect on creative

interest for those low on creative value. For those high on creative value, mortality

salience has no effect. This is not the first time to find mortality salience’s curbing effect

on creativity. In study 2, mortality salience reduces points allocated to durable and

nondurable creativity combined. What might the reason?

Although creativity is a significant cultural standard in this society, there is no

guarantee that creativity is an important standard for every individual. For the people who

report low creative value, it is very likely that being creative is not an important domain

in which they build self-esteem. Therefore, according to TMT, one would not expect to

see mortality salience’s bolstering effect on creative interest. What is perplexing from a

TMT perspective is that mortality salience drives down creative interest for this group of

people. One possibility is that the competing options stand for an important cultural

standard around which these people build self-esteem. However, it is difficult to believe

that there is a common cultural standard underlying watching TV, appreciating others’

creative works, and buying from stores. A second explanation concerns the gap between

the value placed on general creativity and the specific value placed on the creative
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consumption domain. For college students, the global/general creative value, as captured

by the creative index, is probably manifested in everyday life mainly through work and

school, rather than through consumption. To get a more precise moderating role of

creative value, several things could be done in future research: 1) find a population that

heavily values creativity in consumption, for instance, retirees; or 2) prime participants

with creative value prior to mortality salience manipulation, as researchers prime women

with nationalism (Arndt et al. 2002); However, some theorists (Epstein and Pacini 2004)

believe that associative connections can only be changed slowly; and 3) improve the

measure of value placed on creativity in the specific domain of consumption. Yet another

explanation concerns domain self-efficacy. At the same time that the society exalts the

general principle of being creative, attempts to be creative in a specific domain are

usually strictly judged. Inappropriate attempts to be creative are seen as merely bizarre,

which could be detrimental to one’s self-esteem. Unless one is very confident about

his/her creative ability in that domain, he/she may be concerned that engaging in creative

acts will ultimately hurt self-esteem. Therefore, with heightened need for self-esteem

following mortality salience, one may refrain from creative activities, and go for the safe,

routine alternatives instead. If this is truly the case, future research should try to: 1) keep

domain self-efficacy in the dependent measures at a constant level. Study 3 does attempt

to do so by asking participants to assume they are good at all the listed creative activities.

But this method may not work well; or 2) measure the domain self-efficacy for each

creative activity and include as a covariate in statistical analyses.
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There are two more speculations. One is within the TMT framework and the other

integrates TMT with a different theory.

TMT literature hints that being creative may not have the same appeal as some other

coping mechanisms. In the repertoire of mortality anxiety buffers, identification with

social groups ranks high (Castano, Yzerbyt and Paladino 2004). Through identification

with existing social entities, be it nation (Arndt, Greenberg and Cook 2002), religion

(Greenberg et al. 1990), or something else, individuals connect to something seemingly

larger and longer-lasting. Hence they expand their sense of self in space and time. Like

frightened infants clinging to the parents, this defense mechanism is not only effective

but also easy to engage in: all one needs to do is to cling to some existing entity he/she

has been identifying with. Defending one’s particular worldviews, at least as privately

expressed in experimental settings, is largely a safe “clinging” process too. By contrast,

trying to be creative individually is to be different, to deviate. It is to stick one’s neck out,

do what people do not usually do, and risk being rejected by the audience. Before the

audience announces acceptance (if any), the creator stays isolated and can not connect to

them through his/her creative acts. Even some validated creators have to endure a long

period of obscure, isolated existence, sometimes even being chastised, before that

validation finally comes. Bringing up the prospect of death, the “fundamental isolation”

(Yalom 1980), may make people less attracted to another form of isolation. Scholars have

recognized creative process as separation. For instance, according to Rank (1932), being

creative is achieved at the expense of “the other”—be that the family, or society at large.

Similarly, Rogers (1961) sees anxiety of separation as a concomitant of creativity.
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Not only is the creative process riddled with separation anxiety, a sense of guilt also

emerges after creative actions. Mortality salience combined with creativity increases the

sense of guilt and desire to assimilate with others (Arndt et al. 1999). However, when the

assimilation need is attended, creativity is less psychologically problematic. Specifically,

making the fulfillment of assimilation need salient in advance allays this guilt (Arndt et

al. 2005). These findings are consistent with the argument that people need to maintain a

balance between two motives, namely, the motive to connect with others and the motive

to individuate oneself (Brewer, Manzi and Shaw 1993; Rank 1932). Being creative is to

individuate oneself, therefore creativity disrupts social connection. Consequently, guilt is

experienced, as Rank (1932) speculates. For an individual to embark on creativity

without negative feelings holding him/her back, future research should attempt to assure

an individual of his/her connection with others, for example, by situating creativity in a

collective context (e.g., a group creativity project), or by attending to assimilation needs

beforehand (e.g., Arndt et al. 2005).

As just described, creativity disrupts social connection. This deviating, isolating

property of creative acts stands out when compared to other forms of self-esteem striving.

Most of the other forms of self-esteem striving, as documented in TMT literature,

apparently do not result in immediate isolation or deviation. When one monitors body

image, tans one’s skin, demonstrates physical strength, hopes for future financial worth,

becomes attracted to high-status commodities, rates credibility of bogus positive

feedback, attributes positive outcomes to internal reasons, expresses tolerance of different
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views, or shows charitable behaviors (for a review, see Pyszczynski et al. 2004), he/she

enhances self-esteem in a way complying to the culture/subculture he/she belongs to.

Let’s go back to the dependent measures used in study 3. What exactly could constitute

deviation and isolation in those creative activities? At the same time there is significant

creative consumption going on, most college students spend most of their leisure time on

watching TV, shopping from stores, going to theaters, concerts, or popular websites to

appreciate other people’s works, etc. To do what most other in-group members are doing

connotes connecting to one’s in-group. To physically put oneself in some of those

crowded consumption settings, such as a shopping mall, a movie theater, or a rock

concert, has even an extra benefit of connecting to people in general. To turn away from

these normative activities for individual creative acts means deviation and isolation, at

least for a period of time. If this speculation is correct, future research should try to leave

out the norm-deviating part of creative acts. For instance, find a different population.

Members of this population not only personally value creativity in consumption, they

also perceive it as a behavioral norm embraced by most other in-group members.

To question creativity’s initial appeal is in no way to deny its power in buffering

mortality anxiety. Initial appeal and long term impact are often at odds. A hungry person

may find donuts more alluring than whole wheat bread, but this does not mean that the

latter is less hunger-satisfying or less nourishing. Similarly, people under mortality

salience become more attracted to money and high-status commodities (Kasser and

Sheldon 2000; Mandel et al. 2006), although in the long term, materialistic pursuits do

not correspond to well-being (Kasser 2002).
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A different experimental design may capture creativity’s essential pacifying power

while bypassing the problem of lacking initial appeal. If creativity lifts people from death

anxiety, those who are guided to engage in creative acts following MS, compared to those

who are not, should feel less need for other death anxiety buffers later on. This design has

been effectively used in TMT research. Experimentally bolstered self-esteem, in the form

of bogus positive feedback, reduces MS’s effect on worldview defense and death-thought

accessibility (for a review, see Pyszczynski et al. 2004). Often, the worldview defense

examined is nationalism (e.g., Harmon-Jones et al. 1997; Arndt and Greenberg 1999), an

entrenched form of in-group favoritism and a dependable source of self-esteem for most

people (Castano et al. 2004). Future research can investigate creativity’s effect on curbing

nationalism.

Creativity’s initial appeal toward people may vary along developmental stages. For the

implicit belief about creativity’s pacifying effect on mortality anxiety to fully take shape,

repetitive experiences have to be accumulated. Like operant conditioning (Skinner 1930),

the lever of creativity has to be pressed many times before its association with a sense of

security becomes established in the knowledge structure. For different cultural standards,

that implicit belief may come into being at a different time, depending on how people are

socialized. Perhaps the particular association between creativity and death anxiety has not

been firmly formed by college age. A more mature population may be used to see if the

results are different.

Another explanation integrates lay epistemic theory and TMT (Dechesne and

Kruglanski 2004). Lay epistemic theory posits that both situational factors and individual
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differences heighten the cognitive need for nonspecific closure. One situational factor is

aversive state of uncertainty. Aversive state of uncertainty heightens the need for

nonspecific closure (Jost et al. 2003), because nonspecific closure provides order,

predictability, and hence a sense of certainty. Compared to the relative simple predictors

in some other research, death has more profound impact on people and it elicits a variety

of concerns (Florian and Mikulincer 2004). One of the concerns is feelings of

uncertainty, as suggested by some recent studies (Van den Bos 2001; McGregor et al.

2001). Dechesne and Kruglanski (2004) speculate that the uncertainty comes from the

inability to anticipate the time, place, and cause of one’s death, or to understand the

process of dying and the state of nonbeing. This uncertainty leads to a broad desire for

definiteness and an aversion toward deviating opinions, people, and beliefs. This

proposed mechanism is compatible with some evidence in TMT literature. For example,

mortality salience enhances the false consensus effect (Pyszczynski et al. 1996) and in-

group identification (Harmon-Jones et al. 1996). Both of them, according to lay epistemic

theory, work toward consensual validation of one’s beliefs, which in turn renders the

perceived world certain. When reminded of mortality, people more severely punish moral

transgression, a form of deviation from consensual norms (Rosenblatt et al. 1989).

According to lay epistemic theory, stereotyping allows people to perceive the world in an

orderly manner. Hence a heightened need for closure leads to increased stereotyping.

Indeed, it is found that mortality salience leads people to favor those who behave in a

stereotype-consistent manner, and to dislike those who behave in a stereotype-

contradicting manner (Schimel et al. 1999).
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For people in elevated need of nonspecific closure, how do creative acts appeal to

them? Creativity is featured by infrequence and originality. Being creative, in essence, is

to deviate from the well-accepted norm, rather than to follow it. Because being creative is

the opposite of sticking to the norm, a lot of uncertainty arises in the creative process. In

writing a poem, there are endless possibilities to consider. Even after one settles down

with the topic and style, choice of words entails numerous possibilities. There is no

certainty as per which direction to go. Apart from the process itself, the creative outcome

is born with uncertainty. The creator doesn’t know how the product will turn out, or

whether he/she will like it. How other people will evaluate it is even more uncertain. By

comparison, reading another person’s poem anthology entails much less uncertainty. The

uncertainty is further reduced if it is a best-seller by a well-known author, because the

work has already gained consensual social approval. Creative acts cannot give a feeling

of certainty to people who are in elevated need for nonspecific closure. Thus creative acts

are unlikely to be favored by those who are just reminded of their mortality.

Individual differences on chronic need for closure have a moderating role. For people

with a dispositional low need for closure, uncertainty has less impact. But for those with

a dispositional high need for closure, uncertainty prompted by mortality salience is so

unbearable that they eagerly look for nonspecific closure. Mortality salience reduces the

appeal of creative acts, particularly so for those with a chronic high need for closure.

Uncertainty is not the only concern when one faces mortality. Another concern is self-

esteem. Lay epistemic theory acknowledges self-esteem striving as triggered by mortality
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salience, but interprets it as the “need for specific closure” (Dechesne and Kruglanski

2004).

So there are two forces working on participants in the experiment: avoidance of

creative acts because it implicates uncertainty, and approach of creative acts because it

may enhance self-esteem. For those who place a low value on creativity, engaging in

creative acts cannot boost their self-esteem. Meanwhile, these people have a higher

chronic need for nonspecific closure (This judgment has both conceptual and operational

bases. Conceptually, creativity is negatively related with need for closure, as discussed in

more detail in the method section. Operationally, the creative index used in study 3 is a

composite of a shortened version of the NFC scale and other creative measures. The 3

items NFC score correlates with the creative index at r = -0.55, p<0.001). Mortality

salience intensifies their need for nonspecific closure, which renders creative acts

something to avoid. The convergence of these two forces is that mortality salience

reduces interest in creative acts, as observed in study 3.

What about those who place high value on creativity? Mortality salience should lead to

self-esteem striving in the form of engaging in creative activities. Meanwhile, these more

creative people are low on need for nonspecific closure. Uncertainty produced by

mortality salience has a smaller impact on them, but there is still a force to steer them

away from creative activities. These two opposing forces cancel each other out. Therefore

we observe no significant effect.

Afterlife Belief Strength
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Basically, manipulated afterlife belief produces no significant effects. For the creative

interest factor score, points allocated to creation-oriented consumption, or points

allocated to durable and non-durable creative consumption combined, afterlife belief

shows no significant main effect. It does not moderate mortality salience. Though

inconclusive, the adjusted means suggest that strengthened belief boosts creative interest.

Earlier studies repetitively find that strengthened afterlife belief reduces durability

focus. However in study 3, this is not replicated. With most measures of durability focus,

manipulated afterlife belief has no main effect. Only on one occasion, strengthened belief

increases durability focus, but this effect may come from the dependent measure’s being

confounded with creativity.

What is expected of manipulated afterlife belief is anchored by the role of mortality

salience. When mortality salience’s main effect turns out to be unexpected, it is not

surprising not to find proposed results of afterlife belief. For instance, assuming that lay

epistemic theory’s explanation is correct and that uncertainty drives mortality salience’s

impact, then it is unlikely that strengthened afterlife belief would reduce uncertainty

about time/cause of one’s mortality. It is hoped that with improved design and expected

MS effect, afterlife belief’s expected role will emerge consequently.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

CONCLUSION

This dissertation began with defining creation-oriented consumption as enjoyed

creative consumption that leaves durable traces. Is the property of being able to leave

durable traces necessary? In other words, would mortality salience and afterlife belief

affect interest in creative consumption regardless of its durability? If durability doesn't

matter, it is then superfluous and should not be included in the definition of creation-

oriented consumption. Study 1 and study 2 show that durability does make a difference in

determining creative consumption’s appeal when one experiences existential anxiety. In

both studies, the hypothesized role of weakened afterlife belief is observed only when

creative consumption is durable. In study 2, with durable creative consumption (i.e.,

creation-oriented consumption), mortality salience’s effect is less contradictory to the

hypothesis, compared to non-durable creative consumption. Specifically, mortality

salience makes people less interested in non-durable creative consumption, but this does

not happen to durable creative consumption, or creation-oriented consumption. This

evidence speaks for the appropriateness of distinguishing durable and non-durable

creative consumption. The nature of the differences regarding durability suggests that

creation-oriented consumption (or durable creative consumption), not non-durable

creative consumption, is the better arena to detect the hypothesized effects of mortality

salience and afterlife belief.
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The main hypothesis of this dissertation is that mortality salience increases interest in

creation-oriented consumption. This relation turns out to be more complicated than

expected, because results from the three studies seem inconsistent. Study 1 shows

mortality salience’s enhancing effect on interest in creation-oriented consumption. Yet,

the dependent measure is confounded with sensation seeking, because it gauges intention

for creation-oriented consumption relative to inaction. Study 2 minimizes the sensation

seeking confound by juxtaposing creation-oriented consumption with two other types of

activities, namely, non-durable creative consumption and non-creative activities, and

measures people’s preference for creation-oriented consumption. With this modified

design, mortality salience boosts interest in creation-oriented consumption only under

certain conditions, specifically, when individuals possess a low level of chronic afterlife

belief and do not get a chance to situationally enhance it. Unexpectedly, mortality

salience reduces interest in general creative consumption (i.e., durable and nondurable

creative consumption combined). Study 3 focuses on a general factor of creative interest

as the dependent variable while paying less attention to durability. Consistent with study

2, study 3 shows that mortality salience dampens general interest in creativity. This

dampening effect is located primarily to individuals who dispositionally place less value

on creativity.

These seemingly contradictory effects of mortality salience may partially result from

the different reference points used by each of the three studies. Creation-oriented

consumption, compared to doing nothing, relieves existential anxiety. Without other

options at hand, people embark on creation-oriented consumption when reminded of
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mortality. However, when people have the chance to be active with no psychic

investment, for example, to jog or to watch TV, they tend to choose these non-creative

activities over creation-oriented consumption to fend off existential anxiety. Use of

multiple dependent measures corroborates this finding: when existential concern invades,

people shy away from creative endeavors and prefer non-creative leisure. Although

opposite to the hypothesis, mortality salience’s detrimental impact on creativity is

nonetheless interesting. At least, discovery of this relation helps to predict the demand for

creative consumption. More importantly, this finding suggests that there may be

something unique about creativity that dampens its appeal relative to non-creative

activities. What could that be? Both mortality salience and creativity are complex, multi-

theme phenomena. As speculated earlier, an elevated need for closure induced by

mortality salience and the uncertainty embedded in creativity may constitute one of the

themes. With other themes going on, the proposed relation between creativity and

mortality salience is clouded. A better research design is therefore needed to reveal

creativity’s redeeming power. Hopefully, when certain aspects (i.e., temporary social

isolation and excessive amount of uncertainty) of creative processes are lessened,

creation-oriented consumption’s power as a mortality anxiety buffer would be fully

released. Specifics of improvement are discussed.

Another hypothesis of this dissertation is that under mortality salience, weakened

afterlife belief boosts interest in creation-oriented consumption. Study 1 and study 2

support this hypothesis. It seems to be a robust finding. Study 3’s lack of support for this

hypothesis may result from the novel operation of mortality salience. Afterlife belief’s
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role is anchored by mortality salience’s effect. The new operation of mortality salience

may have made death anxiety too overwhelming to be allayed by the afterlife article.

Neuroticism’s hypothesized moderating role is not supported, though in both study 1

and study 3, neuroticism does moderate mortality salience. In study 1, when mortality

salience’s effect comes out as hypothesized, neuroticism moderates it the opposite way;

in study 3, when mortality salience effect comes out opposite to hypothesis, neuroticism

moderates it the way as hypothesized. These seemingly confusing results regarding

neuroticism’s moderating role agree upon one thing: a higher level of neuroticism is

related with a lower level of creative interest. As Becker (1973) points out, the neurotics

are those who are unable to channel their anxiety through creativity. Even though

neurotic people experience more anxiety under mortality salience, which is the base of

hypothesis 3, they do not have the tool to channel it through creative acts.

Even with mixed findings, I believe in the central premise of this dissertation that

creativity carries the power to deliver people from their fundamental anxiety. Creativity

is one of the highest fulfillments people can have. Creativity, at its peak, provides

“pleasure at a godlike level” (Stegner 1978), and it often leaves an outcome that adds to

the richness of the future (Csikszentmihalyi 1996). Among various ways to cope with

existential anxiety, creativity probably contains the smallest seed for harmful social

consequences. Creativity requires individual striving, while some other death anxiety

coping mechanisms command compliance with powerful social entities or pervasive

conceptions. The latter, as abundantly documented in psychology literature, generate a

range of negativity to society. For many individuals, being creative may not be the easiest
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or most accustomed way of coping, but it is capable of keeping human’s existential

anxiety at bay, and doing so in a healthy manner. This merit of creativity renders research

into the link between creation-oriented consumption and existential anxiety worthwhile in

a broader sense, apart from its apparent managerial implications.

FUTURE RESEARCH

In the discussion part of study 3, many modifications for future research are proposed.

Some more thoughts for future research are as follows:

Less Obtrusive Operation of Mortality Salience

Unlike many other independent variables in consumer research, mortality salience and

afterlife belief are complicated phenomena that activate a plethora of thoughts from

people. Some conscious thoughts may work in the opposite direction of the unconscious

force that drives the documented MS effect. Besides, even with a short delay, there is no

guarantee that conscious processing ceases by the time a dependent measure is

administered. When mortality and afterlife belief are subliminally primed, conscious

thoughts can be avoided. It is hoped this will make the manipulation a purer one.

Subliminal operation of mortality salience has been employed in several studies (Arndt et

al. 1997; Arndt, Allen and Greenberg 2001; Landau et al. 2004; Landau et al. 2006). For

example, Arndt et al. (1997) used 10 trials of a word-relation task in which they flashed

on the center of screen the word “death” or “dead” for 28 or 42.8 milliseconds between

the two mask words. The mask words were flashed for about 350 milliseconds.

Participants were instructed to tell whether the two words in each trial were related by
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pressing the right keys. The prime words as control were “field” or “pain.” The lengths of

prime words used in the two conditions were kept equal.

Alternatively, a less obtrusive method of supraliminal priming can be used. Subtle

supraliminal priming has been used in TMT research. For instance, researchers make

mortality salient by interviewing people near a funeral home (Pyszczynski, Wicklund and

Floresku 1996). By comparison, the two supraliminal priming of mortality used in this

dissertation research are explicit and they invite some participants’ speculation about its

relation with dependent measures and personality measures. Especially in study 3,

participants speculate a great deal about the true purpose of the mortality stimulus. More

subtle methods of supraliminal priming, e.g., word search or scrambled sentence task,

have proved to prime a concept without participants being aware of any particular

concept having been activated (Bargh, Chen and Burrows 1996). Moreover, a scrambled

sentence task can prime affective concepts without inducing the corresponding emotions

(Innes-Ker and Niedenthal 2002). Such methods would help disguise the research

purpose better and minimizes participants’ conscious deliberation on mortality.

Actual Behavior as the Dependent Variable

The 3 studies use reported intention as the dependent variable. In the future, actual

creative behavior in laboratory will be measured out of two considerations. First,

compared to self-report, behavior can be observed in a less obtrusive way. Thus, behavior

as the dependent measure, if carefully designed, is less troubled by demand

characteristics and representational bias. Requesting self-report always involves explicit

use of language, which tends to give away cues about the nature of the study. Specifically
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in the current project, asking participants how important and how appealing their chosen

category is “at this very moment” implies that something they did earlier in the study

should have a certain impact on their attitude at a later moment. This leaves room for

demand characteristics. Behavior measurement, on the other hand, is more ambiguous,

since it relies less on use of language. The second advantage of using a behavior measure

is based on application. For an audience that is more problem-oriented such as marketing

managers, actual behavior is more exciting than paper-and-pencil response. Laboratory

behavior must be a better proxy of marketplace behavior than self-report.

Different Populations

Mortality salience and afterlife belief strength vary tremendously along age and

developmental stage, and across different religious affiliations and cultures. It also

changes with political climate. The subjects in the 3 studies are young college students.

58% of them are Protestant or Catholic Christians. The author expects to find a stronger

effect for mortality salience among the elders, for whom mortality fear looms in a more

immediate manner. Progressing toward the end of life, an older person redefines self-

identity as “I am what survives me” (Erikson 1950). Mortality salience’s impact is also

expected to be greater for the atheists/agnostics, who do not have afterlife belief to shield

them from mortality fear. The manipulation of afterlife belief strength is expected to be

more effective among agnostics, whose outlook of afterlife is undecided and therefore

more shapeable. Moreover, specific religious affiliations have different teachings on the

conditions to earn an afterlife, which may dictate the particular cultural standard people

use for self-esteem striving under mortality salience.
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The current research focuses on the self-esteem function of being creative. The

experiment was conducted in the U.S., where creativity is a highly valued trait and an

important source of self-esteem. Data should also be collected in cultures where being

creative is not emphasized, or ideally, in cultures where being novel and not following

the convention is ridiculed. In such cultures, creativity does not contribute much to self-

esteem, and can even harm self-esteem. This would provide an opportunity to discover if

there is another mechanism that bypasses self-esteem to relieve mortality fear.
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APPENDIX A: FIGURES AND TABLES

Figure 5.1. The Three-Way Interaction among Chronic Afterlife Belief Strength,
Manipulated Afterlife Belief, and Mortality Salience, When the Dependent Variable is
Number of Points Allocated to Creation-Oriented Consumption.
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Figure 6.1 The Non-Significant Interaction among Chronic Afterlife Belief Strength,

Manipulated Afterlife Belief, and Mortality Salience, When the Dependent Variable is

Creative Interest Factor Score.
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Table 6.1. Factor Loadings of Measures of Creative Interest

*Responses are reversed when necessary. A higher score indicates greater creative
interest.

1 2 3 4
Read-Write .323 .496 .025 -.029
Make-Buy (Yard display) .432 -.510 -.187 .213
Make-Buy (House display) .514 -.261 -.161 .220
Make-Buy (Gift for family) .398 -.307 .283 .331
Make-Buy (Gift for romantic
partner)

.456 -.274 .162 .383

Make-Buy (Photo) .085 .081 .397 -.024
Weed-Arrange the yard .351 -.018 .267 -.475
Report-Write .317 .247 -.239 .096
Other-Self (Blog) .424 .095 -.105 -.148
Other-Self (Act) .253 .410 .354 .308
Other-Self (Movie) .258 .414 -.069 .322
Other-Self (Story) .554 .567 -.068 .121
Other-Self (Music) .551 .309 .074 -.061
Other-Self (Art) .637 .030 .229 -.057
Sing-Record .448 .374 .148 -.026
Doodle-Draw .594 .152 -.085 -.197
Cards-Charades .364 -.165 .333 .001
Board game-Craft .430 -.208 .337 -.216
Soap-Clay .164 -.251 .230 -.294
Wax-Wood .136 -.177 -.449 .324
Plaster-Metal .144 .010 -.344 .463
TV-Making .589 -.430 -.105 -.197
Relax-Creative .602 -.151 -.267 -.256
Live the moment-Do something
durable

.476 -.019 -.530 -.067

Points allocated to nondurable
creative

.182 -.270 .388 .266

Points allocated to durable creative .406 -.025 -.356 -.354
Tin can uses score .310 -.077 .267 .309
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Table 6.2. Factor Loadings of Measures of Value placed on Creativity

*Responses are reversed when necessary. A higher score indicates greater value placed
on creativity.

Component
1 2

Points allocated to creative value .714 .101

I want to engage in more creative activities in the
future. .589 -.554

Self-reported creative Inclination .679 -.255

Shoebox uses score .326 .795
Need for closure .494 .340
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Table 6.3. Factor Loadings of Measures of Durability Focus

*Responses are reversed when necessary. A higher score indicates greater focus on
durability in creativity.

Component

1
Proportion of durable creativity to durable
and non-durable creative consumption
combined as measured by allocated points

.514

Durability of sculpting materials

.499

Durability as measured by intention of
recording singing and drawing to save .670

Self-reported durability inclination
.603
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APPENDIX B: CODING SCHEMES OF CREATIVITY

Coding of Responses to “How Many Uses Can You Think for a Tin Can”

Storage 1 pt. (For any number of additional uses as storage, add 0.5 pt.)
Old-school phone 1pt.
Target 1 pt.
Throw 1 pt.
Kick around 1 pt.
Cooking utensil 1 pt.
Music instrument 1 pt.
Weapon 1 pt.
Decorative/ art project/ costume piece 1 pt.
Noise maker 1 pt.
Tied to new-weds’ car 1 pt.
Build a structure 1 pt.
Welding 0.5 pt.
Wheels 1.5 pt.
Recycle 0.5 pt.
Measuring unit 1 pt.
Stand on 1 pt.
Hat 1 pt.
Stencils 1 pt.
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Coding of Responses to “How Many Uses Can You Think for a Cardboard Shoebox”

Storage/container 1 pt. (For any number of additional uses as storage or container, add
0.5 pt.)
Diorama 1 pt.
Sundial 1 pt.
Doorstop 1 pt.
Look at eclipse 1 pt.
Art project 1 pt.
Start fire 0.5 pt.
Pet toy 0.5 pt.
Hat 1 pt.
Paint it 1 pt.
Guitar 1 pt.
Stencils 1 pt.
Picture frame 1 pt.
Trap animal 1 pt.
Building block 1 pt.
Land marker 1 pt.
Mask, card, sign 1 pt.
Cut it up to stabilized table 1 pt.
Make a model home 1 pt.
Top as cover 1 pt.
Boat 1 pt.
Shadow box 1 pt.
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